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Batch Production of a Potent Small Molecule Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient
Abstract
Small molecule Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients (APIs) have become increasingly relevant in cancer
treatment due to their efficacy, targeted treatment, and clinical value. Commonly manufactured in a batch
pharmaceutical process, APIs must satisfy Critical Quality Attributes (CQAs) including chemical purity
and physical properties. This process involves a multitude of steps, components, and equipment that are
optimized to produce an API in a timely and cost-efficient manner. Here, we consider the process and
facility design of a batch production of Halfaxia, a new potent anti-cancer drug from Johnson & Johnson.
The process begins with a reaction of a starting material and a second reagent in tetrahydrofuran (THF).
Following reaction completion, THF is exchanged for ethanol in a technique known as solvent swap
distillation. Next, the API undergoes dry seed crystallization in ethanol. The crystals are then filtered out
using Nutsche filtration and vacuum drying, producing Halfaxia in powder form. The process involves a
4000-Liter jacketed vessel and a Nutsche filter dryer, as well as heat exchangers, pumps, and pressure
vessels for storage. The process will produce 184 kg of API in 77 hours with a 99.8% conversion, which
satisfies the objective of producing 100 kg of product. The facility is designed to limit operator interaction
and exposure to the API and other chemical compounds that are hazardous to human health. This
process design has an NPV of $488 million, an ROI of 400%, and an IRR of 332%, which proves to be very
profitable. However, due to confidentiality reasons, the costs of research and development, clinical trials,
and FDA approval have been ignored. J&J should pursue further laboratory-scale experimentation and rerun the models using confidential data and figures before the company makes a final decision on the
implementation of this process.
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April 21, 2020
Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering
School of Engineering and Applied Sciences
University of Pennsylvania
220 S. 33rd Street
Philadelphia, PA 19104
Dear Mr. Bruce Vrana, Dr. Miriam Wattenbarger, and Dr. Alex Marchut,
Enclosed is a process design and production facility for a batch production of a potent small
molecule active pharmaceutical ingredient (API), as proposed by Dr. Alex Marchut of Johnson &
Johnson (J&J). The API, hypothetically named Halfaxia, is an anti-cancer drug that can be
produced via a first-order reaction, distillation, crystallization, filtration, and drying steps. This
process will produce 184 kg of API powder in 77 hours, which is on the order of typical API
production processes.
The production facility has been designed with the possibility of handling different
complex and simple future API processes, and with consideration for the operators’ safety from
health hazards associated with API production. The reaction, distillation, and crystallization of the
process will be conducted in a single reaction vessel, while filtration and drying will occur with
separate filter dryer equipment. The facility will be built as an extension to a pre-existing J&J
production site in Mumbai, India. Rigorous profitability analysis has been conducted on this design
and facility to ensure minimal operation and equipment costs. The analysis shows a net present
value (NPV) of $488 million and a return on investment (ROI) of 400%. The internal rate of return
(IRR) is 332%, which satisfies the client requirement of at least 20% IRR. Costs for research and
development, clinical trials, FDA approval, and drug product delivery have been omitted due to
confidentially and must be implemented to gain a full understanding of profitability.
Since the process and facility design is shown to be profitable, we recommend moving
forward with the proposal, but we note that additional testing of equipment and optimal parameters
may be required to ensure the validity of our design. Guidance throughout the semester was
provided by Dr. Wattenbarger, Dr. Marchut, and various engineering consultants.
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_______________
Isuru Amarasekera
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Jinwan Cho
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1. Abstract
Small molecule Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients (APIs) have become increasingly
relevant in cancer treatment due to their efficacy, targeted treatment, and clinical value. Commonly
manufactured in a batch pharmaceutical process, APIs must satisfy Critical Quality Attributes
(CQAs) including chemical purity and physical properties. This process involves a multitude of
steps, components, and equipment that are optimized to produce an API in a timely and costefficient manner. Here, we consider the process and facility design of a batch production of
Halfaxia, a new potent anti-cancer drug from Johnson & Johnson. The process begins with a
reaction of a starting material and a second reagent in tetrahydrofuran (THF). Following reaction
completion, THF is exchanged for ethanol in a technique known as solvent swap distillation. Next,
the API undergoes dry seed crystallization in ethanol. The crystals are then filtered out using
Nutsche filtration and vacuum drying, producing Halfaxia in powder form. The process involves
a 4000-Liter jacketed vessel and a Nutsche filter dryer, as well as heat exchangers, pumps, and
pressure vessels for storage. The process will produce 184 kg of API in 77 hours with a 99.8%
conversion, which satisfies the objective of producing 100 kg of product. The facility is designed
to limit operator interaction and exposure to the API and other chemical compounds that are
hazardous to human health. This process design has an NPV of $488 million, an ROI of 400%,
and an IRR of 332%, which proves to be very profitable. However, due to confidentiality reasons,
the costs of research and development, clinical trials, and FDA approval have been ignored. J&J
should pursue further laboratory-scale experimentation and re-run the models using confidential
data and figures before the company makes a final decision on the implementation of this process.
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2.1 Background
Approximately 38% of men and women in America will be diagnosed with cancer at some
point throughout their lifetime [1]. This high volume of cancer patients indicates a need for a
consistent and reliable method to manufacture cancer treating active pharmaceutical ingredients
(APIs). An API is defined as any substance or mixture of a substance that becomes an active
ingredient of a drug product. One of the most common methods to produce APIs in the
pharmaceutical industry includes batch processing, which is the step-by-step creation of various
components of a drug [2]. Most small molecule APIs are chemically synthesized in larger batches,
on the order of 100 kg. Batch processes to create an API range from a simple homogeneous liquid
reaction and crystallization to complex intermediate steps such as extraction and distillation. In
either situation, filtration and drying are used and, depending on the crystallization process and
particle size requirements, a final milling step may be added. Batch processes have been used in
the pharmaceutical industry for decades and the industry rarely deviates from these systems to
produce drugs.
2.2 Motivations and Goals
Janssen Pharmaceuticals, the biopharmaceutical division of J&J, has proposed a project to
design a 100 kg batch manufacturing process for a potent small molecule active pharmaceutical
ingredient. The API’s chemical makeup and function remains confidential and follows the
pseudonym Halfaxia. Actual kinetic data for the chemical reaction, crystallization information,
and time considerations for the batch processes were provided by J&J. In addition, the solvent for
the API reaction and crystallization has been set as tetrahydrofuran (THF) and denatured ethanol,
respectively. The processing steps and conditions were designed and optimized independently.
The process includes a series of steps that occur in the same jacketed batch reactor: reaction in
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THF, distillation solvent swap, and crystallization in ethanol. Additional steps include filtering,
washing, and drying the API product before safe collection. Another proposed component of this
project includes designing the manufacturing facility, which is assumed to be part of a co-existing
pharmaceutical plant. For efficiency and economic purposes, this small molecule API
manufacturing facility must be flexible enough to handle a range of simple to complex processes.
Therefore, this facility was designed to produce Halfaxia in addition to other similar low
exothermic APIs. Additionally, many APIs present hazards to human health with exposure to large
quantities of the product. The facility was produced with careful consideration of hazards and
toxins by minimizing exposure between the operator and API.
J&J provided an approximate raw material starting cost and approximate selling price of
the API in its dried but unformulated state. This information, in addition to capital and operating
costs for the manufacturing process, was used to optimize the NPV of the process to earn at least
a 20% IRR on the investment. The IRR goal provided guidelines for how long the batch process
must take and how many batches must be completed per year. Although the minimum requirement
for each batch is 100 kg of API product, this value was maximized for economic purposes in the
design of the process.
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2.3 Objective-Time Chart
Project Name

Batch Production of a Potent Small Molecule Active Pharmaceutical
Ingredient

Project Author

Dr. Alex Marchut, Johnson & Johnson, Janssen Biopharmaceuticals
Division

Project Advisor

Dr. Miriam Wattenbarger, Department of Chemical and Biomolecular
Engineering

Project Leaders

Isuru Amarasekera, Jinwan Cho, and Jason Li

Specific Goals

-

Project Scope

Design a manufacturing process to synthesize Halfaxia, a confidential
anti-cancer API using provided data
Design a flexible and safe production facility capable of handling
various batch processes while minimizing exposure between the API
and operator

In Scope
-

Optimize reaction conversion, distillation separation, and
crystallization yield
Design a robust process including equipment design and process
conditions while focusing on detailed Halfaxia synthesis
Determine heat utilities required throughout low exothermic process
Design a facility for housing this process
Incorporate safety conditions for handling hazardous solvents and
volatile organic pollutants such as THF and the API
Minimize capital costs of the equipment and operating costs of the
facility to achieve at least an 20% IRR on the process

Out of Scope
-

-

Design process for high exothermic reactions
Incorporate costs of research and development, clinical trials, FDA
regulations, and direct transportation costs of raw materials and
products
Design of rigorous process control system
Verification of assumptions and supplied information from the project
statement
API quality check for purity of product

-

Mass and energy balances

-

Deliverables
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Timeline

Process flow diagram and Aspen simulation results
Equipment design and cost
Economic and profitability analysis on process
Written report and presentation

The objectives and deliverables will be completed from January to April
2020.
Deadlines:
-

Initial Project Presentation: November 25th, 2019
Preliminary Mass Balance Completed: February 4th, 2020
Mid-Semester Presentation: March 3rd, 2020
Final Energy Balance Completed: March 17th, 2020
Major Equipment Designed: March 24th, 2020
Finances Completed: April 7th, 2020
Report Draft Competed: April 14th, 2020
Final Report Submitted: April 21 st, 2020
Final Presentation: April 28th, 2020
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2.4 Calendar
Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

January

Complete
preliminary
research

February Complete mass
balance spreadsheet

Complete Aspen
batch distillation
simulation

Week 4

Complete process
flow diagram
March

Complete energy
balance
spreadsheet

Finish major
equipment
design

Give midsemester
presentation
April

Complete finances
and profitability
analysis

Submit final draft of Give final
report
presentation
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3.1 Innovation Map

Customer-Value
Proposition

Anti-cancer
pharmaceutical use

Product

Desired API,
pseudonym Halfaxia

Technical
Differentiation

Fulfills product
requirements

Starting Material, Cheap
Reagent (Confidential)

Materials
Solvents: THF
and Ethanol

Filtration/Dryer Vessel

Process
Technology
Reaction, Distillation, and
Crystallization Vessel
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4.1 Market Sizing and Applications
The cancer API market has been exponentially developing around the world due to clinical
value and efficacy of the products. The global API market size is valued at 170.8 billion USD in
2019 and is expected to grow at progressive 6.7% CAGR while earning a high level of revenue in
the forecast period [3]. Major factors that have influenced the growth of the market include
increased trends of offshore manufacturing and need for cancer treating products with reduced
adverse side effects. Small molecules account for 80% of pharmaceutical sales, which indicates
their relevance in the future of the pharmaceutical industry. While many pharmaceutical
companies are located in the United States, most API manufacturers are located in Asia [4].
4.2 Competitive Analysis
The cancer API market is currently led by North America with the major players including
Exelixis Inc, Pfizer Inc, Eisai Ltd, Bristol-Myers Squibb, and AstraZeneca plc. J&J’s
biopharmaceutical division is currently not a top competitor in the API space, which indicates a
desire to join the market. Although these competitors dominate in extensive research and
development efforts, actual API production requires immense capital costs due to systematic
protocols. Therefore, several pharmaceutical companies benefit from outsourcing API production
to eliminate costs of labor and installation fees for the manufacturing units. The leading
manufacturer of APIs is Teva Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients (TAPI), which produces the
industry’s largest portfolio of over 300 API products [5]. The API market is mainly divided
between the captive market (internal production by pharmaceutical companies) and the merchant
market (API production through third party providers) [6]. Figure 4.2.1 shows how external
production of APIs has a consistently higher market size than internal production. Additionally,
the merchant market has been steadily dominating over the years, supporting the notion that third-
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party manufacturing facilities maximize economic potentials.

Figure 4.2.1 U.S API Market Size by type of Manufacturer in USD Billion from 2015-2027
While outsourcing API production has helped pharmaceutical companies cut costs on
expensive equipment, concern arises towards the quality of the APIs produced overseas.
Regulations have helped mitigate these risks to validate the purity and efficacy of the API products.
Although the market indicates preference towards outsourcing API production, large
pharmaceutical companies may benefit from developing a manufacturing process that is flexible
enough to handle a wide array of pharmaceutical production [7].
4.3 Confidentially Statement
The API produced in this project must remain confidential, which includes its function,
mechanism of action, and certain physical properties. The expected selling price, demand, and
customer segmentation are also unknown. Additionally, the process must be designed without
knowing if the drug will only be sold in the United States or if it reaches an international market.
For these reasons, there is flexibility in where the manufacturing process may be located. Although
the function of the drug remains confidential, the overall need for APIs in cancer treating
therapeutics remains relevant for the motivation in creating a robust manufacturing process.
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5.1 Customer Requirements
Typical critical quality attributes of the API produced in this process include chemical purity,
solid form, and particle size. However, due to the confidentiality of the product, the exact customer
requirements are unknown. Additionally, the API produced in this batch process will not be in the
final form for customers. Halfaxia must be sent to a co-located drug product site to create the final
sellable form, which includes milling, mixing the API with pharmaceutical excipients, and
producing delivery methods.
Although the customer requirements for the API product are unknown, the actual batch
pharmaceutical process and facility have key specifications. The API manufacturing process must
produce at least 100 kg of API product per batch with a minimum 20% IRR on investment. The
plant may be located anywhere around the world where supplies of utilities are readily available.
Although the drug product site requires a nearly 99% pure API product, the final purification is
beyond the scope of the project. Additionally, the manufacturing process must be flexible enough
to handle various batch processes with proper cleaning and maintenance in between batches. The
facility must be designed to minimize exposure between the API and the operators. Lastly, the API
has known solvents for the process, which include THF for the reaction and ethanol for the
crystallization. The complete list of chemical properties and requirements is described in Section
11.
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Section 6: Critical-to-Quality Variables - N/A
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Section 7: Product Concepts - N/A
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Section 8: Superior Product Concepts - N/A
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Section 9: Competitive Patent Analysis - N/A
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Section 10: Preliminary Process Synthesis
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10.1 Preliminary Process Synthesis
Due to the confidential nature of the drug’s chemical and physical properties, alternatives
for the main production processes of reaction, distillation, and crystallization could not be
considered. However, alternative operational choices were considered for these production
processes.
10.2 Vacuum Distillation
For the distillation step, distillation in a vacuum was considered. At 1.1 bar, ethanol and
THF form a low boiling azeotrope, but the azeotrope is no longer present when the pressure is
reduced to a near vacuum. However, the dew point temperatures for the mixture is very low in a
near vacuum, meaning the solubility of the API in the solution is also extremely low. As such,
vacuum distillation was not chosen because much more solvent would be required to keep the API
dissolved throughout the distillation, significantly increasing capital costs. Furthermore, the low
API solubility would limit the amount of API that could be recovered through crystallization,
which relies on the reduction in solubility as the temperature of the solution is reduced. Therefore,
the process was designed to maximize the amount of API recovered.
10.3 Recycling of Ethanol and THF in the Distillate
The distillation process described in this report involves a large amount of ethanol and THF
in the distillate that are disposed of instead of being recycled. Although the recycling process
would require a separation of the ethanol and THF and thus additional equipment, the reduction in
material costs would have likely decreased the operating costs significantly over time such that
any increase in capital cost would have been offset. However, J&J did not recommend recycling
any solvents simply because the processes produces an important drug, and using recycled solvents
are not desired even if the likelihood contamination is low. Overall, the cost of the THF and ethanol
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are minimal compared to the cost of the starting material and the product, so the small economic
benefit did not justify recycling solvents that risks potential contamination.
Another avenue that was explored involved selling the distillate as a by-product to a thirdparty company that would use more rigorous distillation efforts to separate the THF and ethanol.
However, the economic gains from selling the distillate would most likely be minimal compared
to the overall profitability of the API. Additionally, the Halfaxia manufacturing facility would have
to verify if any API is present in the distillate before selling it to third party companies. Otherwise,
companies are unlikely to purchase potentially contaminated distillate that would require extensive
containment protocols. Therefore, the distillate is not sold in this process.
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11.1 Properties of Materials
The manufacturing process primarily uses two solvents: tetrahydrofuran (THF) and
ethanol. The physical properties of the two solvents were compiled from PubChem and are shown
in Table 11.1.1. These properties were measured at room temperature (20 °C) and atmospheric
pressure (1 bar). Properties such as density that changed with temperature were separately acquired
using ASPEN simulations, as described in Section 11.1.2.

Solvent
THF
Ethanol

Molecular
Formula
C4H8O
C2H6O

Table 11.1.1 Properties of Solvents
Molecular Weight Boiling Point Melting Point
(g/mol)
(°C)
(°C)
72.11
65.0
-108.3
46.07
78.2
-114.1

Density
(g/mL)
0.888
0.789

The identity and most properties of the starting material, a second reagent, and the product
were unavailable due to confidentiality. The molecular weight of the starting material was assumed
to be 500 daltons since this value is the typical lower bound for the molecular weight of a
pharmaceutical small molecule [8]. The product was also assumed to have reaction properties and
a similar molecular weight as aspirin (molecular weight of 180 daltons), a comparable
representative small molecule drug as recommended by J&J. The density of the product, 0.23
grams/cm3, was also provided by J&J. The properties of the second reagent were not required for
the calculations in this process design.
Some data regarding the reaction kinetics of the starting material in THF were available,
tabulated in Table 11.1.2. The reaction follows Equation 11.1.1, with starting material and second
reagent reacting to create the API product. An excess of B was assumed in order to treat the
reaction as first order. Additionally, the reaction kinetics were assumed to follow the Arrhenius
equation shown in Equation 11.1.2. The heat of reaction of forming Halfaxia was assumed to be
-27.1 kJ/mol, which corresponds to the heat of reaction of forming aspirin.
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A+B → C

(Equation 11.1.1)

A: Starting Material
B: Second Reagent
C: API Product, Halfaxia

- 8.95
L
-4 R∙T[k]
k[
] =2.91× 10 e
(Equation 11.1.2)
mol∙s

Table 11.1.2 Reaction Properties of Starting Material in THF
Pre-exponential factor, k0
2.91 × 10-4
(L/mol∙s)
Activation Energy, Ea
8.95
(J/mol)
Heat of Reaction, ΔHrxn
-27.1
(kJ/mol)

The liquid and vapor molar fraction of THF and ethanol as a function of temperature (TXY diagram) was modeled using Aspen Plus’s UNIQUAC method. The interaction between THF
and ethanol occurs in the distillation solvent swap step. The graph is show in Figure 11.1.1.

Figure 11.1.1 T-xy diagram for THF/Ethanol system.
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The crystallization data of Halfaxia in ethanol as the solvent was provided by Dr. Marchut.
The solubility of Halfaxia was given in mg/mL as a function of temperature. This data was
necessary to determine the temperature conditions for crystallization and is shown in Figure 11.1.2.
140

Solubility (mg/mL)

120
100
80
60
40
20
0
0

20

40
60
Temperature (°C)

80

100

Figure 11.1.2 Solubility of Halfaxia as a function of temperature.
The exponential regression line associated with these data points, with an R2 value of 0.9968, is:
Solubility [

mg
]=4.44e0.0365*Temperature(°C)
mL

Heat exchange is performed with 30% w/w ethylene glycol, water, and steam, so the
density, heat capacity, thermal conductivity, and viscosity at varying temperatures were used. The
properties of cooling water and steam were acquired from property tables on water and steam. The
relevant properties of 30% w/w ethylene glycol were found by ASPEN simulation using the
UNIQUAC method.
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11.2 Aspen Plus Modeling Properties
Aspen Plus was used to model the batch distillation solvent swap step. The BATCHSEP
block was used to model the batch distillation. The properties of THF, ethanol, and 30% w/w
ethylene glycol were modelled on Aspen Plus using the UNIQUAC method. The reaction and
crystallization steps could not be modeled using Aspen Plus, since the identity and composition of
the starting material and the second reagent were not provided. Solubility and crystallization data
were utilized with appropriate assumptions as described in Section 14.
11.3 Cost of Raw Materials
The approximate cost of ethanol and THF in bulk was requested from MilliporeSigma
consultants. The cost of 30% w/w ethylene glycol was drawn from Sigma Aldrich’s website. These
costs are listed in Table 11.3.1, and they represent bulk orders in the year 2020. Using information
provided by Johnson & Johnson, the cost of the second reagent is negligible. The cost for the
starting material is confidential but the net profit of the API is $20 per gram. The confidentiality
exists because the cost of the API does not reflect the price of the drug, and the price and cost will
change depending on costs incurred during the R&D stage. The starting material is assumed to
cost 10$/gram while the selling price of the API is 30$/gram. All materials are pharmaceuticalgrade and used for industrial purposes.
Table 11.3.1 Cost of Raw Materials
Material
Ethanol
THF
30% w/w Ethylene Glycol
Starting Material

Cost ($/g)
0.005
0.12
0.0014
10
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Section 12: Process Flow Diagram and Material
Balances
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12.1 Process Flow Diagram

Figure 12.1.1 Process Flow Diagram for Halfaxia API Batch Processing. The
reaction, distillation, and crystallization steps occur in the same vessel denoted by
the red outline and labels R-100(a-c).
Some key elements of the PFD must be identified. Ri, di, and ci represent the stream
leaving the jacket and entering the heat exchanger. Ro, do, and co represent the stream leaving the
heat exchanger and entering the jacket. The utilities are designed in the process as low pressure
steam (lps), hot water (hw), cooling water (cw, present for E-102), and chilled water (cw, present
for E-101).
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12.2 Material Balances for API Manufacturing Process
Table 12.2.1 describes the overall mass balance for Halfaxia synthesis without the external
heat exchanger system and jacket fluid conditions. Due to the batch operation, the conditions of
the streams, including mass composition and temperature, vary with time. However, Table 12.2.1
ignores transient conditions and displays the final values after each step has been completed,
following the timeline in Table 12.3.1. Additional information on the mass flow rate of stream 4,
the ethanol addition for the solvent swap, is described in Section 13.3.

Table 12.2.1 Stream Compositions and Conditions for Main Components of Process
Stream Number
1
2
3
4
5
Temperature (°C)
Pressure (bar)
Mass (kg)
Component Mass: (kg)
THF
Ethanol
Starting Material
Product
Dry Seed
30% w/w Ethylene Glycol
Stream Number
Temperature (°C)
Pressure (bar)
Mass (kg)
Component Mass: (kg)
THF
Ethanol
Starting Material
Product
Dry Seed
30% w/w Ethylene Glycol

6

20
1

20
1

50
1

20
1

80
1

20
1

2042.29

200.33

2242.62

6913.01

7126.41

7126.41

2042.29
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
200.33
0
0
0

2042.29
0
0.38
199.95
0
0

0
6913.01
0
0
0
0

2030.19
5096.22
0
0
0
0

2030.19
5096.22
0
0
0
0

7

8

9

10

11

12

80
1

20
1

20
1

12
1

12
1

20
1

2029.22

145.06

1

2175.28

1991.42

183.86

12.10
1816.79
0.38
199.95
0
0

0
145.06
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1.00
0

12.10
1961.85
0.38
200.95
0
0

12.10
1961.85
0.38
17.09
0
0

0
0
0
183.86
0
0
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The jacket fluid conditions at each step in the process are displayed in Tables 12.2.2, 12.2.3,
and 12.2.4. Each table shows the changes in jacket fluid in the order in which they occur. The
jacket only contains 30% w/w ethylene glycol that flows continuously through the tube side of the
desired heat exchanger, E-100 (steam) or E-101 (chilled water). For each step, the tables indicate
the active equipment, time of operation, and utility used.
The operational steps can be divided into two categories based on the goal. First, the
process steps involve changing the vessel temperature to carry out a manufacturing process, such
as distillation; for these steps, the jacket temperature is desired to be maintained in order to
accurately control the vessel temperature. Second, the intermediate steps involve changing the
jacket fluid temperature in between process steps; the goal of these steps is to change the jacket
fluid temperature to the desired temperature required for the next process step. Although the times
for the intermediate steps are tabulated in Table 12.2.2, they actually occur at the end of each the
process step; because there is a time delay for the temperature of the jacket fluid to be changed in
the heat exchanger and circulated into the jacket, the intermediate steps occur just before each
process step is schedule to end, allowing the jacket fluid that had just been heated or cooled to
enter the jacket just as the next process step begins. As such, the durations of the intermediate steps
were not included in the overall timeline of the process (shown in Table 12.3.1), but they were
used to accurately account for utility costs.
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Table 12.2.2 Outline of Jacket Fluid Conditions for the Reaction as a Function of Time
Stream Number
Goal

ri
ro
Heat Jacket
Fluid from 20
to 60 °C

ri
ro
Heat R-100a
contents from
20 to 50 °C

ri
ro
Cool Jacket
Fluid from 60 to
50 °C

ri
ro
Maintain R100a contents
at 50 °C

Jacket Fluid Temperature (°C)

20

60

55

60

60

50

49

50

Pressure (bar)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2.20

2.20

2.20

2.20

0.91

0.91

0.91

0.91

30% w/w Ethylene Glycol (kg/s)
Operation Time Per Batch (hr):
Equipment Active:

0.076

0.77

R-100a, E-100, R-100a, E-101,
P-102
P-102

Utility:

lps

0.18

6.00

R-100a, E-101,
P-102

R-100a, E-101,
P-102

hw

hw

hw

Table 12.2.3 Outline of Jacket Fluid Conditions for Distillation as a Function of Time
Stream Number
Goal
Jacket Fluid Temperature (°C)
Pressure (bar)
30% w/w Ethylene Glycol (kg/s)
Operation Time Per Batch (hr):
Equipment Active:
Utility:

ri
ro
Heat Jacket
Fluid from 50
to 85 °C
50
85

ri
ro
Heat R-100b
contents from
50 to 68 °C
85
90

ri
ro
Heat Jacket
Fluid from 90 to
102 °C

ri
ro
Carry out
Solvent Swap
in R-100b

90

102

97

102

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

3.45

3.45

3.45

3.45C

3.72

3.72

3.72

3.72

0.05

0.51

R-100a, E-100, R-100a, E-100,
P-102
P-102
lps

lps

0.04

18.80

R-100a, E-100,
P-102

R-100a, E-100,
P-102

lps

lps
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1.04

1.04

Operation Time Per Batch (hr):

30% w/w Ethylene Glycol (kg/s)

Utility:

Equipment Active:

1.00
R-100c, E101, P-102
hw

R-100c, E101, P-102
hw

1.04

1

0.16

1.04

1

1

1

Pressure (bar)

59

61

59

Goal

64

co

Jacket Fluid Temperature ( °C)

ci

hw

hw
co

R-100c, E101, P-102

R-100c, E101, P-102

ci

0.30

3.90

0.17

3.90

1

Cool R-100c
contents from
867 to 62 °C

Stream Number

1.00

1.00

1

1

1

70

75

70

co

102

ci

Cool Jacket
Fluid from
102 to 70 °C

co

Cool R-100c
contents from
80.2 to 77.2
°C

ci

Cool Jacket
Fluid from
64 to 59 °C

Utility:

Equipment Active:

Operation Time Per Batch (hr):

30% w/w Ethylene Glycol (kg/s)

Pressure (bar)

Jacket Fluid Temperature ( °C)

Goal

Stream Number
co

1.06

1.0
6

co

1.05

1.0
5

hw

R-100c, E101, P-102

0.16

1

54
1

59

Cool
Jacket
Fluid from
59 to 54 °C

ci

hw

R-100c, E101, P-102

0.16

1

77

1

70

Heat Jacket
Fluid from
70 to 77 °C

ci

co

1

78

1.06

co

1

54

1.05

hw

R-100c, E101, P-102

1.00

1.05

1

56

Cool R-100c
contents
from 62 to
57 °C

ci

hw

R-100c, E101, P-102

3.00

1.06

1

77

Hold R-100c
Contents at
77 °C

ci

Table 12.2.4 Outline of Jacket Fluid Conditions for Crystallization as a Function of Time
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co

1

69

1.05

co

1

49

1.07

hw

R-100c, E101, P-102

0.16

1.07

1

54

Cool Jacket
Fluid from
54 to 49 °C

ci

hw

R-100c, E101, P-102

0.16

1.05

1

77

Cool Jacket
Fluid from
77 to 69 °C

ci

co

1

69

1.05

co

1

49

1.07

hw

R-100c, E101, P-102

1.00

1.07

1

51

Cool R100c
contents
from 57 to
52 °C

ci

hw

R-100c, E101, P-102

1.00

1.05

1

71

Cool R100c
contents
from 77.2 to
72 °C

ci

co

1

64

1.01

co

1

43

1.15

hw

R-100c, E101, P-102

0.14

1.15

1

49

Cool Jacket
Fluid from
49 to 43 °C

ci

hw

R-100c, E101, P-102

0.16

1.01

1

69

Cool Jacket
Fluid from
69 to 64 °C

ci

co

1

64

1.01

co

1

43

1.15

hw

R-100c, E101, P-102

1.00

1.15

1

46

Cool R100c
contents
from 52 to
47 °C

ci

hw

R-100c, E101, P-102

1.00

1.01

1

66

Cool R100c
contents
from 72 to
67 °C

ci

length of duration of the key steps of the process in order. Estimates of duration for filtration,

drying, and cleaning were provided by J&J (See Section 13 for more detail). Timeline schematics

are represented in Figures 12.3.1 and 12.3.2.

can be ignored when considering the overall timeline for the process. Table 12.3.1 describes the

Goal

Stream Number

Operation Time Per Batch (hr):

30% w/w Ethylene Glycol (kg/s)

Pressure (bar)

Jacket Fluid Temperature ( °C)

Utility:

Equipment Active:

Operation Time Per Batch (hr):

30% w/w Ethylene Glycol (kg/s)

Pressure (bar)

Jacket Fluid Temperature ( °C)

Goal

Stream Number

34

Utility:

Equipment Active:

co

cw

cw

1.00

1.08

R-100c, E101, P-102

1.08

1

R-100c, E101, P-102

0.15

1.08

1.08

1

1

1

15

18

15

21

co

Cool R-100c
contents from
27 to 22 °C

ci

Cool Jacket
Fluid from
21 to 15 °C

co

hw

hw
ci

R-100c, E101, P-102

0.93

1

R-100c, E101, P-102

0.93

1

1.00

0.93

1

38

0.18

0.93

1

38

41

ci

43

co

Cool R-100c
contents from
47 to 42 °C

Tables 12.2.2, 12.2.3, and 12.2.4 include several in-between heating or cooling steps that

Cool Jacket
Fluid from
43 to 38 °C

ci

co

ci

co

1.08

1.0
8

co

1.08

1.0
8

cw

R-100c, E101, P-102

0.15

1

9
1

15

Cool
Jacket
Fluid from
15 to 9 °C

ci

cw

R-100c, E101, P-102

0.15

1

32

1

38

1

32

1.08

co

1

9

1.08

cw

R-100c, E101, P-102

1.00

1.08

1

12

Cool R-100c
contents
from 22 to
17 °C

ci

cw

R-100c, E101, P-102

1.00

1.08

1

35

Cool
Cool R-100c
Jacket
contents
Fluid from
from 42 to
38 to 32 °C
37 °C

ci

co

1

27

1.04

co

1

7

1.02

cw

R-100c, E101, P-102

0.16

1.02

1

9

Cool Jacket
Fluid from
9 to 7 °C

ci

cw

R-100c, E101, P-102

0.16

1.04

1

32

Cool Jacket
Fluid from
32 to 27 °C

ci

Table 12.2.4 (cont.) Outline of Jacket Fluid Conditions for Crystallization as a Function of Time
12.3 Timeline of Key Steps in Process
co

1

27

1.04

co

1

7

1.02

cw

R-100c, E101, P-102

2.00

1.02

1

11

Cool R100c
contents
from 17 to
12 °C

ci

Cw

R-100c, E101, P-102

1.00

1.04

1

30

Cool R100c
contents
from 37 to
32 °C

ci

co

1

21

1.05

cw

R-100c, E101, P-102

0.16

1.05

1

27

Cool Jacket
Fluid from
27 to 21 °C

ci

co

1

21

1.05

cw

R-100c, E101, P-102

1.00

1.05

1

24

Cool R100c
contents
from 32 to
27 °C

ci

Table 12.3.1 Duration of key steps in process
Process
Time (hrs)
Heat reaction contents from 20 to 50 °C
0.77
Carry out reaction
6
Heating distillation contents from 50 to 68 °C
0.51
Carry out solvent swap distillation
18.8
Cool crystallization contents from 80.2 to 77.2 °C
0.30
Hold at supersaturation temperature, 77.2 °C
3
Final cooling to 12 °C
17.30
Filtration
6
Drying
24
Cleaning (occurs simultaneously with drying)
12
Total Time
76.8

Hours 1 - 23
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

11 12

13

14

15

16

17 18

19

20

21

22

23

38

39

40

41 42

43

44

45

46

47

62

63

64

65 66

67

68

69

70

71

Heating (20°C to 50°C)
Reaction
Heating (50°C to 68°C)
Solvent-Swap Distillation
Hours 23 - 47
35 36

37

SS Distillation (Cont'd)
Cool to 77°C
Hold at 77°C
Cool to 12°C
Filtration
Hours 48 - 71
59 60

61

Filtration (Cont'd)
Drying
Hours 72 - 76
72

73

74

75

76

Drying (Cont'd)

Figure 12.3.1 Timeline representation of the process. One batch takes approximately 77 hours,
excluding cleaning.

35

Reaction Vessel
Filter/Drier

Hours 0 - 116
36 - 47
48 - 59

0 - 11

12 - 23

In Op

In Operation
Cleaning
Not in Use

24 - 35

60 - 71

Cleaning In Operation
In Operation

72 - 83

84 - 95

Cleaning

96 - 107 108 - 116

Cleaning
In Operation

Figure 12.3.2 Timeline schematic representing the cleaning and operation cycles of the reaction
vessel and the filter/dryer. Two batches will take approximately 117 hours total, including
cleaning time, and assuming equipment is running 24 hours.
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Section 13: Process Synthesis
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13.1 Summary of Process
Shown in Figure 12.1.1 is the process flow diagram for the batch production of Halfaxia,
a confidential API. The process contains three main steps: reaction, distillation, and crystallization.
Following these steps, the product is then transferred to a filter dryer, in which the product assumes
its final dry powder form. The first three processes occur in a single De Dietrich AE-4000 glasslined reactor, shown as R-100 in Figure 12.1.1, which is equipped with a jacket containing 30%
w/w ethylene glycol. Two external heat exchangers, shown as E-100 and E-101, are used to heat
or cool the jacket fluid, which subsequently controls the temperature of the vessel contents by
varying the jacket fluid temperature and flow rate. The vessel also comes with spray nozzles and
agitators to assist in certain process requirements. The slurry created from crystallization is then
sent to a filter dryer, shown as FD-100 in Figure 12.1.1, which separates the mother liquor from
the final API product using the Nutsche filtration technique. A final ethanol washing step is
implemented by depositing ethanol through spray balls built into the main vessel to wash the sides
of the vessel and recover any product. The ethanol washes through the main vessel and into the
filter dryer containing the product, giving the wet cake another wash. The ethanol washing step
also helps to remove impurities from the final cake of product. This API batch manufacturing
process creates 184 kg of product in 77 hours, which includes the time for filtering and drying.
Information regarding detailed calculations for each step in the mass balance can be found in
section 25.2 of the Appendix.
13.2 Reaction
The reaction, the details of which are largely unavailable due to confidentiality, was shown
to be 1st order in A, the main starting material, in the presence of excess B, the cheaper starting
material. The starting material and the cheaper starting material will arrive at the facility in
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55-gallon stainless steel drums. Due to confidentiality, information about the cheaper starting
material B was unavailable and therefore omitted from the PFD. The reaction is known to take
place in THF with only the pre-exponential factor and the activation energy available, the details
of which are described in Section 11. To minimize losses of starting material A, the initial
concentration of A, the time of operation, and the operating temperature are all optimized. Since
the API has a maximum solubility of 87 mg/ml in THF, the final concentration of the API needs
to be set below 87 mg/ml to prevent precipitation. Precipitation of the API at this stage in the
process is not desirable because product crystallization cannot be controlled precisely.
Additionally, precipitation would result in a higher rate of fouling in the vessel and result in longer
cleaning times. For these reasons, the final concentration of the API was controlled such that the
API remained soluble until crystallization. Furthermore, the reaction conversion needed to be
maximized in order to minimize losses of the costly starting material. To this end, the initial
concentration of A was set to 87.1 mg/ml, and the reaction was carried out at 50 °C over 6 hours.
The temperature was set below the boiling point of THF to prevent loss of reaction solvent as well
as significant vapor pressure during the reaction. Thus, the temperature was selected to optimize
between high reaction rate and high heat duty. The initial concentration of 87.1 mg/ml was the
highest allowable concentration of starting material that resulted in a final API concentration of 87
mg/ml while simultaneously maximizing the reaction rate. The resulting conversion was calculated
to be 0.998 over 6 hours at 50 °C, which is verified through simulations in Section 25.5 of the
Appendix.
As shown in Figure 12.1, the reaction takes place in R-100a, a glass-lined stainless steel
vessel that was recommended based on industry standard for J&J for avoiding corrosion of the
vessel, which is described in detail in Section 15. Pfaudler and De Dietrich are two suppliers for
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pharmaceutical-grade glass lined vessels, and both offered comparable equipment; De Dietrich
was selected as the supplier as specifications for the vessel were more readily available. The batch
size was selected by considering the required vessel capacity for the following solvent swap step,
which requires extra empty volume for ethanol to be added. Glass-lined vessels were available
from De Dietrich for working volumes ranging from 63 to 40000 L. Preliminary modeling on
Aspen showed that to produce at least 100 kg of API per batch, the minimum working volume
required was 2500 L. To maximize profits, the next largest De Dietrich vessel, with 4000 L
working volume, was selected so that more API could be produced per batch with a comparatively
small capital cost increase. Furthermore, the larger vessel was expected to be more robust for use
in other pharmaceutical processes, a key requirement of this process design.
The reaction process is as follows. First, 2042 kg of THF is pumped into the reaction vessel
(R-100a) at 20° C. Jacket fluid is heated to 60° C and circulated at 2.20 kg/s to heat the THF to
50° C over 0.77 hours. A De Dietrich Powder Pump, P-101, is then used to transfer 200.33 kg of
starting material (SM) in powder form into reaction vessel, where it is dissolved in the THF. The
agitator is spun at 50 rpm to aid with heat transfer and achieve homogeneity. After the reaction is
completed, 200 kg of product are produced, and 0.38 kg of unreacted SM remain in solution.
13.3 Distillation
After the reaction is completed, the THF must be switched to the crystallization solvent,
ethanol (R-100b). The solvents are swapped by continuously adding ethanol to the vessel as the
contents are evaporated, allowing the bottoms remaining in the vessel to become concentrated in
ethanol. Although the following process may be better described as an evaporation, it will be
denoted as a distillation process because it involves the separation and eventual switch of solvents.
At the end of the distillation, the desired composition for the solvent remaining in the vessel is
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99.5 mole percent of ethanol. It is also desired that the concentration of the API after solvent swap
is close to the saturation concentration. Assuming an operating pressure of 1.1 bar, the temperature
of the vessel contents at the end of the solvent swap will be 80.5 °C, the boiling temperature of
ethanol at 1.1 bar. At 80.5 °C, the solubility of the API in ethanol is 82.2 mg/ml. Based on this,
the final volume of the solvent at the end of the distillation was chosen to be 2500 L, at which
point the concentration of the API is 80.4 mg/ml. Reduction of temperature during the
crystallization step achieves the saturation level required. Furthermore, the API must always
remain solvated in the solution throughout the distillation, again to prevent fouling and
uncontrolled precipitation.
The solubility data as well as the effect of solvating the API on the thermodynamic
properties of the ethanol-THF mixture was unknown. Therefore, key simplifications were needed
to model the distillation process. First, it was assumed that the presence of API in the solution does
not alter the thermodynamic properties of the mixture, such as the bubble point temperatures, and
has zero vapor pressure. Second, the API has negligible vapor pressure; in other words, no API
ends up in the distillate. Third, the solubility of the API in ethanol at a given temperature was
assumed to be always greater than the solubility in THF. Finally, the solubility of the API in the
ethanol-THF mixture was assumed to be at least as great as the solubility of the API in the same
total quantity of pure ethanol and THF individually. The first two assumption allowed the
distillation to be modelled as a simple swap between ethanol and THF. The latter two assumptions
were used to confirm that the API remains soluble in the vessel throughout the distillation process.
The distillation process is as follows. Ethanol is added to the vessel (R-100b) at a rate of
2340 kg/hr for 0.5 hours, which results in a total volume of 4000 L in the vessel. This serves two
purposes. First, the vessel is filled to its working capacity to maximize the heat transfer area.
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Second, the mixture of ethanol and THF at 1 bar form a low boiling azeotrope at 65.5 °C when the
mole fraction of THF is 0.85, as shown in Figure 11.1.1. As such, distillation to concentrate the
bottoms in ethanol is not possible when the mole fraction of THF exceeds 0.85. To “jump” the
azeotrope and move to the conditional swap region on the left side of the azeotrope, an initial batch
of ethanol is added to the reaction vessel such that the mole fraction of THF is lowered below 0.85.
The mole fraction of THF inside the vessel following the initial addition is 0.64. The agitator is
spun at 50 rpm throughout the distillation process to achieve homogeneity and to improve heat
transfer.
The vessel contents are then heated to 68.5 °C, the bubble point of the THF-ethanol mixture
with THF mole fraction of 0.64 at 1.1 bar. Jacket fluid is heated to 102 °C and circulated at a mass
flow rate of 3.7 kg/s to provide heating. After the reactor contents begin to boil, ethanol is added
at 410 kg/hr over 14 hours, for a total of 5742 kg of ethanol. In total, 6913 kg of ethanol are added
throughout the distillation; based on ASPEN simulations, the desired final solvent composition of
0.995 mole percent of ethanol could only be reached when at least 6910 kg of ethanol were added
(Refer to Section 25.4). The time frame of ethanol addition, and thus the rate of ethanol added,
was largely a function of the heat duty that could be applied to the reactor using the jacket fluid.
The calculations are described in detail in Section 25.2. After 14 hours of continuous ethanol
addition, the remaining solvent is distilled for 4.5 hours until 2500L of solvent remain. At the end
of the distillation step, 1817 kg of ethanol and 12.1kg of THF remain in the reaction vessel,
corresponding to 0.995 mole percent ethanol in the solvent, and 200. kg of product and 0.38 kg of
unreacted SM remain dissolved in the solvent. Aspen simulations were used to confirm that the
total volume of the solution did not exceed the maximum capacity of the vessel and that there was
always enough volume to keep the API soluble. The minimum mass of API that would be soluble
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in the reactor was calculated to be approximately 250 kg, far exceeding the 200. kg of API actually
present in the reactor.
13.4 Crystallization
Following distillation, crystallization is employed in the last major step of the process (R100c). The goal of crystallization is to maximize the amount of product collected and minimize
the product lost to the mother liquor. Common methods for pharmaceutical crystallization
processes include using an in-situ seeding system or dry-seeding. Dry seeding is chosen as the
primary method because an in-situ seeding system, such as a high shear homogenizer, would
require the purchase of a new system to complete the crystallization. The dry seeding method
would allow for crystallization to occur in the same vessel as the reaction and distillation steps,
allowing for economic savings. The dry seeding method uses some of the final product to drive
nucleation growth and generate crystals. The amount of dry seed added was 1% of the final product
desired, a value commonly used in the pharmaceutical industry [9]. Therefore, 1 kg of dry seed
was added into to the reaction vessel. The dry seed is sourced from the research and development
facilities for Halfaxia and is safely inserted into the vessel via a split butterfly valve. Further details
on the safe handling of the dry seed and ways to minimize exposure are discussed in Section 20.
A key component of this crystallization process is establishing supersaturation, or creating
a solution that contains more of the dissolved API than could be dissolved by ethanol under normal
circumstances. The temperature of the contents after distillation was 80.5 °C while the minimum
supersaturation temperature of the API in ethanol was determined to be 79 °C using crystallization
data. The desired supersaturation temperature was set to 77 °C to go beyond the threshold of
supersaturation without prematurely precipitating the product. Jacket fluid at 70 °C is circulated at
a rate of 3.9 kg/s for 0.30 hours to cool the vessel contents to 77 °C. The dry seed is added after
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the supersaturation temperature is achieved. The contents are maintained at 77 °C for 3 hours in
order to initiate crystallization by circulating jacket fluid at 77 °C at a rate of 1 kg/s. Because the
crystal size and growth rate data are unavailable, the following guidelines from J&J are used: the
vessel contents are cooled to the final temperature at a rate of 5 °C per hour. In order to minimize
the final product lost to the mother liquor, the final temperature was set for 12 °C, when the
solubility of the API is 6.9 mg/ml. This temperature was determined assuming chilled water at 5
°C would be available at the facility for cooling the jacket fluid. A lower temperature could be
achieved with refrigerants such as propane and an additional heat exchanger, but this option was
not explored in this report.
To control the temperature drop during each hour of crystallization, the jacket fluid
temperature is decreased every hour, starting at 69 °C and ending at 7 °C. The jacket fluid is
circulated at 1 kg/s for the remainder of the crystallization. The final 5 °C drop between 17 °C and
12 °C with jacket fluid temperature at 7 °C takes 2 hours instead of 1 hour due to the low heat
transfer coefficient between the jacket fluid and vessel contents. Detailed calculations for the heat
transfer coefficient and heat duty are described in Section 25. A total of 184 kg of API is
crystallized, while 17.1 kg of API and 0.38 kg leftover starting material remain dissolved in the
solution. The resulting slurry is then sent to the filter-dryer system for separation of the crystallized
API from the mother liquor. Because the filter-dryer will be located on the lower floor and the
main vessel is on the upper flow of the facility, gravity is used to transfer the slurry to FD-100.
Additional information on facility design is described in Section 20.
13.5 Filter Dryer
It is important to note the order of operations for the process streams described so far.
Following reaction and distillation steps, the contents of the vessel undergo crystallization after
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the addition of the dry seed to the vessel. The vessel contents are cooled to 12 °C and sent to the
filter dryer. The filter dryer is a separate piece of equipment from the reaction vessel, shown in
Figure 12.1.1 as FD-100. This filter dryer must be able to perform both filtration and vacuum
drying; and the De Dietrich’s Agitated Nutsche Filter Dryer was preselected to accomplish this
step. The objective of this step is to filter out the ethanol in the slurry, leaving behind pure API
which must then be dried under a vacuum. Following this step, the API is in powder form, and is
ready to be packed into 55-gallon drums and transported.
The method of filtration is Nutsche filtration, which is batch filtration performed in a
vacuum and a closed vessel. Nutsche filtration has the advantage of minimizing operator handling
and exposure, which is crucial to the design of the process and facility. The slurry (183.9 kg of
crystallized API in 1816.8 kg of ethanol) from the reaction vessel is transferred to the filter dryer
and subjected to pressure under a vacuum. The ethanol is filtered out through the filtering cloth,
leaving behind a cake of API and residue ethanol. The process is repeated until only the API is
remaining. An additional rewashing step is be performed by spraying cold ethanol through the
spray balls equipped in the filter dryer. After the initial filtering, 145.06 kg of 20 °C ethanol enter
the reaction vessel (R-100c) through the spray balls and is cooled to a desired temperature of
12 °C using the jacket fluid and E-101. This fresh ethanol serves to clean the sides of the vessel
and recover any loss product [9]. Once the ethanol is properly cooled it is sent to the filter dryer to
wash the cake of product that has accumulated and remove any impurities.
A Nutsche filter dryer can accommodate both filtration and drying in the same vessel,
eliminating costs for purchasing and installing a separate dryer. Following filtration, the API is
vacuum dried to remove any additional moisture residing on the powder. Drying in a vacuum
lowers the temperature needed for ethanol to evaporate. This method is highly effective, leaving
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behind only 0.1% moisture in the final product [10]. The product is deposited in a tray at the bottom
of the equipment, and using another De Dietrich Powder Pump (P-106), it can be transferred safely
to 55-gallon drums without operator handling. There will be no physical contact between the
operator and the API throughout the entire filtration and drying process.
Exact lengths of duration of filtration and drying are difficult to determine without
performing lab-scale experiments. In addition, since the particle size, porosity, and identity of the
API are confidential, it is not possible to model this process and determine how long these steps
will take. As an approximation, J&J recommended filtering for 6 hours followed by 24 hours of
drying.
13.6. Jacket and Heat Exchanger System
A jacket comes installed on the De Dietrich AE-4000 (R-100), with a total heat transfer
area of 11.7 m2 and capacity of 499 L. The fluid in the jacket is circulated to heat or cool the vessel
contents, as described in Sections 13.1 to 13.4. The flow rates and temperature of the jacket during
the production process, which change frequently depending on the desired vessel content
temperature, are shown in Tables 12.2.2, 12.2.3, and 12.2.4. The heat transfer coefficient between
the jacket and vessel ranges between 330 and 65 W/m2-K depending on jacket flow characteristics
and vessel contents. The derivation of the flow rates and temperature were dependent on the
required heat duty, which is described further in Section 14.1.
The temperature of the jacket fluid is controlled by one steam heat exchanger (E-100) and
one water heat exchanger (E-101), both simplified as a shell-and-tube heat exchanger. Separate
heat exchangers are required because the distillation process involves fast heating by making use
of the high temperature of steam, while incremental heating and cooling is also necessary to
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maintain the vessel temperature and to facilitate a controlled drop in temperature during the
crystallization.
The steam heat exchanger has a heat transfer area of 6 m2 and is designed for use with
steam on the shell-side. A valve on the steam inlet is used to alter the steam pressure, and therefore
the steam temperature, in order to control the rate of heat transfer between the jacket fluid and the
steam. Steam temperatures range between 106 °C and 144 °C, corresponding to pressures of 3.5
psig to 50 psig. Steam is assumed to be available at the facility form a separate water boiler.
The second heat exchanger has a heat transfer area of 10 m2 and is designed for use with
water on the shell-side. Depending on the temperature of jacket fluid required for each process
step, the temperature of water ranges from 83 °C to 5 °C. All water is assumed to be available at
the facility from either a separate water heater or cooling tower.
The activated time period for each heat exchanger, as well as the flow rate and temperature
of the heating or cooling utility, was dependent on the energy requirements. The flow rate and
temperature of the utility for all operational steps are described in Section 14.1 in Tables 14.1.1 to
14.1.3. The sizing and utility requirement calculations for the heat exchangers are further described
in Section 25.2.5 of the Appendix.
Depending on the flow rate, the jacket fluid takes approximately 3 to 5 minutes to change
temperature by passing through the heat exchangers and be recirculated into the jacket. For each
operational step that involves a temperature change in the vessel, the temperature of the jacket
fluid is changed approximately 3 to 5 minutes before the end of the previous step such that the
jacket fluid with the changed temperature reaches the jacket right as the next operational is
scheduled to begin.
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13.7. Condenser
The condenser was simplified as a shell-and-tube heat exchanger with a heat transfer area
of 6 m2. The condenser was operated only during the distillation step to condense the vapor from
the reaction vessel, totaling 18.50 hours of operation. The vapor flows through the shell side as it
is the condensing fluid, while the cooling water flows through the tube side. The vapor, which
changes in temperature and composition throughout the distillation, is condensed using 20 °C
cooling water flowing at 6500 kg/hr. The heat transfer area and cooling water flow rate were
chosen to accommodate the greatest heat duty required. The sizing and utility requirement
calculations are further described in Section 25.2. The resulting distillate, containing 2030 kg of
THF and 5096 kg of ethanol per batch, is stored in waste tank W-100 and subsequently disposed
of, as described in Sections 13.9 and 20.
13.8 Pumps
Pumps are used throughout this process to overcome frictional forces and transfer fluid
from one area to another. This design must be capable of handling several different pharmaceutical
processes, therefore the pumps followed design guidelines of 30 m of head loss or a pressure drop
of 3 bar. These guidelines were used for more detailed design of the pumps as described in Section
15 of the report. P-100 and P-104 represent pumps to move THF and ethanol from storage tanks
into the main vessel. P-101and P-106 are specialty powder pumps provided by De Dietrich that
can transfer the solid starting material (A) and the API product in a safe and contained manner. P102 serves as the heat exchanger pump to move 30% w/w ethylene glycol at the desired flow rate
through the jacket and heat exchangers. P-103 and P-105 serve as waste pumps to transfer the
distillate and mother liquor into each waste tank respectively. The pumps used throughout this
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process serve as a critical tool for automating the process and minimizing exposure for the
operators.
13.9 Storage and Waste Tanks
Storage tanks are used to hold the solvents THF and ethanol before they are transferred via
pump to the reaction vessel, and waste tanks are used to hold the distillate from the distillation step
and the mother liquor from the crystallization step. One batch will require 7058 kg of ethanol
(8945 liters) and 2042 kg of THF (2298 liters), and it will generate 7126 kg of distillate waste
(8744 liters) and 1846 kg of mother liquor (2389 liters). Thus, the storage and waste tanks must be
appropriately sized to hold the necessary amount required or generated per batch and for future
batches so that the materials do not have to be constantly replenished or removed from the site
with each batch. The compounds in the pressure vessel must be kept at atmospheric pressure; THF
and ethanol will be kept at room temperature prior to production.
Guidelines for sizing storage tanks and pressure vessels can be found in Chapter 16 of
Seider et al. et. al. The storage tanks are designed as horizontal pressure vessels constructed from
carbon steel and can be held inside the facility next to the reaction vessel. Tables 25.2.7.1 and
25.2.7.2 in the Appendix show the design calculations to determine the volume and size of the
pressure vessels corresponding to the amount of material required or generated to make three
batches of API, which take approximately a week to produce. This will allow tanker trucks to come
once every week to replenish THF and ethanol while removing distillate and mother liquor.
Two 28,391-liter tanker trucks (7500 gallons) will come to the facility once a week to pick
up distillate waste and supply fresh ethanol, and two 9464-liter tanker trucks (4000 gallons) will
pick up the mother liquor as waste and supply fresh THF. Seider et al. et. al recommends that
storage tanks be sized at least 1.5 times the size of the vehicles used to transport the materials;
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thus, the horizontal pressure vessels for ethanol and the distillate waste will be 45,425 liters each
(standard size of 12,000 gallons), while the vessels for THF and mother liquor will be 15,142 liters
each (standard size of 4,000 gallons). The horizontal pressure vessels will be constructed using
stainless steel, which will prevent corrosion and maintain the sterility of the materials. A potential
pressure vessel company that offers suitable vessels is Highland Tank and Manufacturing
Company, Inc.
The API in powder form will be packed in 55-gallon stainless steel drums. The drums will
be picked up by trucks and transferred to a milling facility where the API will be processed further
into drug form. The milling process and design of these stainless steel drums is out of scope of our
project.
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Section 14: Energy Balance and Utility Requirements
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14.1 Process Requirements for Operational Steps: Vessel Jacket and Heat Exchangers
Throughout the API production process, the contents of the vessel (R-100) need to be
heated and cooled numerous times. To do so, 30% w/w ethylene glycol is circulated through the
jacket at varying flow rates and temperatures depending on the operational step. The temperature
difference between the jacket and vessel contents drives the rate of heat transfer, while the flow
rate controls the overall heat transfer coefficient and the amount of heat that can be transferred.
Because the flow rate affects both the amount of heat transfer that can be transferred and the heat
transfer coefficient, which are also interrelated, an iterative process was used to ensure that the
selected flow rate of the jacket provides the correct amount of heat to be transferred and the correct
overall heat transfer coefficient. The heat transfer coefficient between the jacket and vessel ranged
between 330 and 65 W/m2-K depending on jacket flow characteristics and vessel contents. The
calculations are described in detail in Section 25.2.4 and 25.2.5.
After exiting the jacket, the jacket fluid is circulated into one of two heat exchangers (E100, E-101), which cool or heat the jacket fluid as necessary. Because the temperature of the jacket
fluid in contact with the vessel must be kept relatively constant during each operational step, the
energy that was exchanged between the jacket and vessel must be reciprocally exchanged between
the jacket fluid and the heat exchangers. To accomplish this, different utilities are used on the
shell-side of the heat exchangers. Each utility is covered in more detail in Sections 14.2 to 14.5.
Overall, four parameters needed to be determined for each operational step to properly account for
all heat transfer occurring in the manufacturing process; the temperature and flow rate of the jacket
fluid, and the temperature and flow rate of the utility through the heat exchanger. These values are
shown in Table 14.1.1 to 14.1.3, which replicates portions of Table 12.1.2 to 12.1.4. The
calculations are described in further detail in Appendix 25.2.
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Both water and steam heat exchangers and the condenser were sized by finding the required
heat transfer area necessary to deliver the maximum heat duty required for the processes involving
each heat exchanger. The detailed calculations are described in Section 25.2.6.

Table 14.1.1 Jacket Fluid and Utility Requirements for the Reaction as a Function of Time
Stream Number
Operational Step
Jacket Fluid Temperature (°C)
30% w/w Ethylene Glycol (kg/s)

ri
ro
Heat Jacket
Fluid from 20
to 60 °C

ri
ro
Heat R-100a
contents from
20 to 50 °C

ri
ro
Cool Jacket
Fluid from 60 to
50 °C

ri
ro
Maintain R100a contents
at 50 °C

20

60

55

60

60

50

49

50

2.20

2.20

2.20

2.20

0.91

0.91

0.91

0.91

Operation Time Per Batch (hr):

0.076

0.77

0.18

6.00

1.15×106

1.47×105

-1.20×105

4.84×103

Utility:

lps

hw

hw

hw

Utility Inlet temperature (°C)

113

71

46

50

524.4

7036.4

5747.1

1157.7

Average Heat Duty (kJ/hr)

Utility Flow Rate (kg/hr)

Table 14.1.2 Jacket Fluid and Utility requirements for Distillation as a Function of Time
Stream Number

Jacket Fluid Temperature (°C)

ri
ro
Heat Jacket
Fluid from 50
to 85 °C
50
85

ri
ro
Heat R-100b
contents from
50 to 68 °C
85
90

30% w/w Ethylene Glycol (kg/s)

3.45

3.45

Operational Step

3.45

3.45

ri
ro
Heat Jacket
Fluid from 90 to
102 °C

ri
ro
Carry out
Solvent Swap
in R-100b

90

102

97

102

3.72

3.72

3.72

3.72

0.05

0.51

0.04

18.80

1.15×106

2.94×105

6.03×105

3.29×105

Utility:

lps

lps

lps

lps

Utility Inlet temperature ( °C)

148

106

133

120

535.9

131.3

278.9

149.5

Operation Time Per Batch (hr):
Average Heat Duty (kJ/hr)

Utility Flow Rate (kg/hr)

53

56

Utility Inlet Temperature (°C)

Utility Flow Rate (kg/hr)
3293.3

hw

5647.1

57

hw

-2.36×104

1.04

1

59

-6.88×104

1.04

1

61

1.00

1.04

1

59

ci
co
Cool R-100c
contents from
67 to 62 °C

2512.8

67

hw

0.16

Utility:

Average Heat Duty (kJ/hr)

Operation Time Per Batch (hr):

1.04

1

Pressure (bar)

30% w/w Ethylene Glycol (kg/s)

64

ci
co
Cool Jacket
Fluid from 64 to
59 °C

Jacket Fluid Temperature (°C)

Operational Step

Stream Number

10293.0

55

Utility Inlet Temperature (°C)

Utility Flow Rate (kg/hr)

hw

-5.25×104

3.90

-4.30×105

3.90

70

0.30

1.00

75

ci
co
Cool R-100c
contents from
80.2 to 77.2
°C

0.17

Utility:

Average Heat Duty (kJ/hr)

Operation Time Per Batch (hr):

1.00

30% w/w Ethylene Glycol (kg/s)

70

ci
co
Cool Jacket
Fluid from
102 to 70 °C
102

Operational Step

Stream Number

77
1.06

1

54

1.05

3328.7

51

hw

-6.96×104

0.16

1.05

1

59

ci
co
Cool Jacket
Fluid from
59 to 54 °C

4760.5

83

hw

9.95×104

0.16

1.06

70

ci
co
Heat Jacket
Fluid from 70
to 77 °C
78
1.06

1

54

1.05

5373.3

49

hw

-2.25×104

1.00

1.05

1

56

ci
co
Cool R-100c
contents from
62 to 57 °C

1031.0

79

hw

4.31×103

3.00

1.06

77

ci
co
Hold R-100c
Contents at
77 °C
69
1.05

1

49

1.07

3381.5

46

hw

-7.07×104

0.16

1.07

1

54

ci
co
Cool Jacket
Fluid from
54 to 49 °C

5386.4

64

hw

-1.13×105

0.16

1.05

77

ci
co
Cool Jacket
Fluid from
77 to 69 °C
69
1.05

1

49

1.07

5118.6

44

hw

-2.14×104

1.00

1.07

1

51

ci
co
Cool R-100c
contents from
57 to 52 °C

6105.9

67

hw

-2.55×104

1.00

1.05

71

ci
co
Cool R-100c
contents from
77.2 to 72 °C

Table 14.1.3 Outline of Jacket Fluid and Utility Requirements for Crystallization as a Function of Time

Jacket Fluid Temperature (°C)

54

64
1.01

1

43

1.15

4353.7

39

hw

-9.10×104

0.14

1.15

1

49

ci
co
Cool Jacket
Fluid from
49 to 43 °C

3228.6

61

hw

-6.75×104

0.16

1.01

69

ci
co
Cool Jacket
Fluid from
69 to 64 °C

64
1.01

1

43

1.15

5492.4

41

hw

-2.30×104

1.00

1.15

1

46

ci
co
Cool R-100c
contents from
52 to 47 °C

5860.9

62

hw

-2.45×104

1.00

1.01

66

ci
co
Cool R-100c
contents from
72 to 67 °C

Utility Flow Rate (kg/hr)

Utility Inlet Temperature (°C):

Utility:

Average Heat Duty (kJ/hr):

6701.8

10

cw

5762.4

13

cw

-2.41×104

1.08

15

-8.40×104

1.08

18

1.00

1.08

15

ci
co
Cool R-100c
contents from
27 to 22 °C

6155.0

30

hw

0.15

1.08

30% w/w Ethylene Glycol (kg/s)

Operation Time Per Batch (hr):

21

ci
co
Cool Jacket
Fluid from 21
to 15 °C

6771.2

29

hw

-2.35×104

0.93

-6.12×104

0.93

38

1.00

0.93

41

ci
co
Cool R-100c
contents from
47 to 42 °C

0.18

Jacket Fluid Temperature (°C)

Goal

Stream Number

Utility Flow Rate (kg/hr)

Utility Inlet Temperature (°C):

Utility:

Average Heat Duty (kJ/hr):

Operation Time Per Batch (hr):

0.93

30% w/w Ethylene Glycol (kg/s)

38

ci
co
Cool Jacket
Fluid from 43
to 38 °C
43

Goal

Stream Number

32
1.08

9
1.08

6646.8

5

cw

-8.34×104

0.15

1.08

15

ci
co
Cool Jacket
Fluid from
15 to 9 °C

5388.1

24

cw

-8.49×104

0.15

1.08

38

ci
co
Cool Jacket
Fluid from
38 to 32 °C
32
1.08

9
1.08

5428.7

7

cw

-2.27×104

1.00

1.08

12

ci
co
Cool R-100c
contents from
22 to 17 °C

5881.5

25

cw

-2.57×104

1.00

1.08

35

ci
co
Cool R-100c
contents from
42 to 37 °C
27
1.04

7
1.02

2092.3

6

cw

-2.62×104

0.16

1.02

9

ci
co
Cool Jacket
Fluid from 9
to 7 °C

6509.1

18

cw

-6.76×104

0.16

1.04

32

ci
co
Cool Jacket
Fluid from
32 to 27 °C
27
1.04

7
1.02

3360.2

6

cw

-1.40×104

2.00

1.02

11

ci
co
Cool R-100c
contents from
17 to 12 °C

5922.1

19

Cw

-2.46×104

1.00

1.04

30

ci
co
Cool R-100c
contents from
37 to 32 °C

Table 14.1.3 (cont.) Outline of Jacket Fluid Temperature for Crystallization as a Function of Time

Jacket Fluid Temperature (°C)
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21
1.05

6771.2

29

cw

-8.16×104

0.16

1.05

27

ci
co
Cool Jacket
Fluid from
27 to 21 °C

21
1.05

6155.0

30

cw

-2.48×104

1.00

1.05

24

ci
co
Cool R-100c
contents from
32 to 27 °C

14.2 Total Utility Demands
The total utility demand described in Table 14.2.1 and Table 14.2.2 summarizes the total
utility requirements per gram of API produced in one batch. The total amount of API produced
in one batch is 184 kg or 184 grams. Details for the cost of each utility are described in Section
17.
Table 14.2.1 Utility Requirements per Batch of Halfaxia Synthesis
Utility

Equipment Used

Quantity

Low Pressure Steam (kg)

E-100

2957

Chilled Water (GJ)

E-101

5317

Hot Water (m3)

E-101

4402

Cooling Water (m3)

E-102

8484

P-100

0.300

P-101

2.07

P-102

132.17

P-103

1.20

P-104

1.58

P-105

0.332

P-106

1.94

R-100a-c (agitators)

52.72

FD-100

502.5

Electricity (kWh)

Table 14.2.2 Total Utility Requirements per Gram of Halfaxia API in one Batch
Utility

Unit

Ratio (per gram Halfaxia)

Low Pressure Steam

kg

0.016

Chilled Water

GJ

0.029

Hot/Cooling Water

m3

0.070

Electricity

kWh

0.0038
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14.3 Low Pressure Steam
Low pressure steam is used throughout this process in E-100 heat up the 30% w/w ethylene
glycol jacket fluid. Details on when steam is used is shown in Tables 12.2.2, 12.2.3, and 12.2.4.
Guidelines from Product and Process Design Principles suggest low pressure steam should
operate at 50 psig and 148 °C. However, the use of a single heat exchanger to handle different heat
duties creates variations in the temperature and pressure of the steam. As described in Section 13.6,
steam temperatures range between 106 °C and 144 °C, corresponding to pressures of 3.5 psig to
50 psig. The heat duty required for each steam heating process coupled with the latent heat of
vaporization provides the mass flow rate of steam required for each process. The time of operation
for each steam flow rate was used to calculate the total mass of steam required for each batch.
14.4 Chilled Water
Chilled water is required in E-101 to cool the jacket fluid to temperatures below 32 °C for
crystallization, which is highlighted in Table 12.2.4. It is important to note that the refrigeration
unit will be co-located with this process and does not need to be designed as part of the cost.
Following Chapter 17 of Seider et al., the chilled water requirements were calculated by converting
the cooling duty to tons using the heat of removal to freeze one ton per day of water, which
corresponds to 12,000 BTU/hr. The quantity in of tons was converted to ton-days using the
operating factor for the plant, 0.9041 (described in Section 19), and the total time of operation for
the chilled water. The ton-days were converted to GJ to stay consistent with metric units.
Therefore, 5317 GJ of chilled water are required per batch of API synthesis.
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14.5 Cooling and Hot Water
Hot water is used in E-101 to heat up the 30% w/w ethylene glycol jacket fluid described
in Section 12 of the report. Cooling water is used in E-102 to condense the distillate leaving R100b. Although hot water is not a typical utility mentioned in Product and Process Design
Principles, this process requires water at temperatures above 50 °C. For both the hot and cooling
water, the heat capacity and temperature change of the water were used with the heat duty of the
process to calculate the flow rate of water required. The cooling and hot water requirements are
listed together in Table 14.2.2 because it is assumed that they have the same cost. The cooling and
hot water demand is 0.070 kg/gram of Halfaxia.
14.6 Electricity
The components that use electricity in this process are the agitators in R-100a-c, the filter
dryer (FD-100), and all of the pumps (P-100, P-101, P-102, P-103, P-104, P-105, P-106). Using
detailed specification sheets mentioned in Section 25.4 of the Appendix, the AE 4000 vessel has a
motor power of 7.5 kW. Additionally, the filter dryer has electricity requirements of 16.75 kW.
Each electricity requirement was multiplied by the time of unit operation, 7.03 hours for the
reaction and 32 hours for filter drying to convert to kWh. The electricity requirements for P-100,
P-102, P-103, P-104, and P-105 are described in detail in section 25.2.3 of the Appendix and
Section 15.3. Each pump’s horsepower was converted to kWh using the time of operation. For the
specialty powder pumps, P-101 and P-106, detailed specification sheets from De Dietrich revealed
a motor power of 5 hp per pump. Similarly, this power was converted to kWh using the time of
operation for each powder pump. The total electricity required per batch is 695 kWh.
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Section 15: Equipment List and Unit Descriptions
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15.1 Main Vessel
De Dietrich AE 4000 Vessel: R-100a-c
Unit ID: R-100a-c

Capacity: 4000 L (Working)

Type: Reaction, Distillation, Crystallization
Vessel

Diameter: 1.9 m (including jacket)

Material: Glass-Lined Stainless Steel

Agitator Length: 0.750 m

Specification Sheet: Section 16

Additional Features: spray nozzles, agitators

Costing Data: Section 17

Design Details: Section 25.4

The De Detrich AE 4000 Vessel is the main component of this pharmaceutical process. It
has a working capacity of 4000 L with a diameter of 1.9 m including the jacket. The material of
construction is glass lined stainless steel due to the corrosive nature of the API product and starting
material that can deteriorate the lining of the vessel. This vessel was chosen following
recommendations by industrial consultants and considering standard pharmaceutical industry
equipment. The vessel cost and specifications were taken directly from quotes from the company
De Dietrich. The purchase cost of this equipment is $220,000. Section 16 provides additional
specification for the vessels during the reaction, distillation, and crystallization steps. Additionally,
Section 25.4 contains detailed specification sheets from the manufacturer.
The overall heat transfer coefficient of between the vessel and jacket is dependent on the
flow characteristics and thermodynamic properties of the vessel contents and jacket fluid, as well
as the properties of the stainless steel wall and glass lining. For the conditions applied during this
manufacturing process, the overall heat transfer coefficient ranged between 330 and 65W/m2-K.
Calculations are described in Section 25.2.
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15.2 Filter Dryer
De Dietrich Nutsche Filter Dryer
Unit ID: FD-100

Capacity: 4660 L

Type: Filter Dryer

Diameter: 2.3 m

Material: Glass-Lined

Agitator Length: 0.400 m

Specification Sheet: Section 16

Additional Features:
spray nozzles, agitators, universal filter
media, high containment discharge isolator

Costing Data: Section 17

Design Details: Section 25.4

The De Dietrich Nutsche Filter Dryer is the filter dryer (FD-100) for this process. This
specific brand was chosen based on recommendations from industrial consultants and
pharmaceutical industry standards for containment and safety. It has a total volume of 4660 liters,
a usable volume of 3720 liters, and a filtration surface of 4.08 m2 following detailed specification
sheets in Section 25.4. The material of construction is glass-lined stainless steel for corrosion
resistance against the hazardous API product. Alternate materials such as Hastelloy were
considered for the material of construction, however the De Dietrich manufacturer only provides
glass lined stainless steel. This filter dryer has a rigid discharge glovebox specifically built to
handle highly potent material and reduces the need for personal protective equipment. It will be
equipped with spray balls to wash the contents with fresh ethanol. Stream 10 from R-100c will
enter FD-100. Stream 12 will leave FD-100 with the product, while the mother liquor will leave
and enter waste tank W-101.
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15.3 Heat Exchangers
Steam Heat Exchanger: E-100
Unit ID: E-100

Max Heat Duty: 1.15 × 106 kJ/hr

Type: Heat Exchanger

Min Heat Duty: 2.94 × 105 kJ/hr

Material: Stainless Steel

Heat Transfer Area: 6 m2

Specification Sheet: Section 16

Utility Used: Steam

Costing Data: Section 17

Design Calculation: Section 25.2.5

The steam heat exchanger (E-100) is a shell-and-tube heat exchanger with a heat transfer
area of 6 m2. Steam of varying temperatures and pressures are flown through the shell side, while
the jacket fluid is flown though the tube side. The overall heat transfer coefficient was estimated
to be 750 W/m2-K. The steam heat exchanger serves to provide heat to the jacket fluid for reaction
and distillation operational steps requiring a high heat duty. Constructed from stainless steel, the
heat exchanger has a fixed head. The tube length was assumed to be 2.4 m of tube length for
costing purposes. Detailed design calculations are found in Section 25.2.5.

Water Heat Exchanger: E-101
Unit ID: E-101
Type: Heat Exchanger

Max Heat Duty (Heating): 9.95 × 104 kJ/hr
Min Heat Duty (Cooling): 4.31 × 103 kJ/hr
Max Heat Duty (Heating): -1.13 × 105 kJ/hr
Min Heat Duty (Cooling): -1.4.0 × 104 kJ/hr

Material: Stainless Steel

Heat Transfer Area: 10 m2

Specification Sheet: Section 16

Utility Used: Hot and Chilled Water

Costing Data: Section 17

Design Calculation: Section 25.2.5
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The water heat exchanger (E-102) is a shell-and-tube heat exchanger with a heat transfer
area of 10 m2. Water of varying temperatures are flown through the shell-side, while the jacket
fluid is flown through the tube side. The water heat exchanger serves to provide heat to the jacket
fluid for operational steps requiring a comparatively smaller heat duty. Constructed from stainless
steel, the heat exchanger has a fixed head. The tube length was assumed to be 2.4 m of tube length
for costing purposes. Detailed design calculations are found in section 25.2 of the Appendix.

Distillate Condenser: E-102
Unit ID: E-102

Max Heat Duty: -404,009 kJ/hr

Type: Heat Exchanger

Heat Transfer Area: 6 m2

Material: Stainless Steel

Utility Used: Cooling Water

Specification Sheet: Section 16
Design Calculation: Section 25.2.5
Costing Data: Section 17

The distillate condenser (E-102) is a shell-and-tube heat exchanger with a heat transfer area
of 10 m2. Cooling water is flown through the tube side, while the distillate vapor is flown through
the shell side. The water heat exchanger serves to provide heat to the jacket fluid for operational
steps requiring a comparatively smaller heat duty. Constructed from stainless steel, the heat
exchanger has a fixed head. The tube length was assumed to be 2.4 m of tube length for costing
purposes. Detailed design calculations are found in section 25.2.5.
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15.3 Pumps
All of the pumps used in this process serve the same function of overcoming frictional
forces to move fluid from one area to another. Therefore, all pumps followed similar approaches
to the design calculations explained in Section 25.2.3. In order to avoid complex frictional
calculations and to maintain a general flexibility for this process, the pumps are designed with the
approximations of 3 bar pressure loss, 100 ft of head loss, and 1,800 shaft rpm. These guidelines
provided by industrials consultants aid in more detailed calculations for each pump. Additionally,
the total electricity required for each pump’s electric motor is found by converting the work into
kWh using each time of operation. For all pumps except for P-101 and P-106, stainless steel was
chosen as the material of construction to maintain cleanliness and avoid corrosion, which are
typical attributes for pharmaceutical processes.

THF Pump: P-100
Unit ID: P-100

Head: 35 m

Type: Pump

Pressure Change: 3 bar

Material: Stainless Steel

Work:14.08 hp

Specification Sheet: Section 16

Flow Rate: 20 L/s

Costing Data: Section 17

Design Calculation: Section 25.2.3

P-100 is a centrifugal pump that transfers fluid from storage tank T-100 into vessel R-100a.
The flow rate of the pump, 20 L/s, was chosen based on the need to move 2042.29 kg of THF per
batch in an appropriate amount of time. The purchase cost of the pump and electric motor is $17,53
as described in Section 17.
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Starting Material Powder Pump: P-101
Unit ID: P-102

Head: 15.24 m

Type: Pump

Height: 0.82 m

Material: Hastelloy

Work: 5 hp

Specification Sheet: Section 16

Additional Features: PLC Control Panel, valves

Costing Data: Section 17

Design Details: Section 25.4

P-101 is a specialty powder pump from De Dietrich, the same manufacturer of the main
vessel used in this process. This pump serves to transfer the solid power starting material from T100 into the main reaction vessel, R-100a. The pump ensures the transfer is controlled, contained,
and capable of minimizing exposure between the operators and the toxic starting material. This
pump follows design guidelines from the manufacturer, with a head loss of 15.24 meters and a
work requirement of 5 hp. The material of construction is Hastelloy, which has high purity and
excellent corrosion resistance for the hazardous starting material. The purchase cost of the pump
and electric motor is $35,000 as described in Section 17.

Jacket Fluid Pump: P-102
Unit ID: P-102

Head: 28.11 m

Type: Pump

Pressure Change: 3 bar

Material: Stainless Steel

Work: 4.11 hp

Specification Sheet: Section 16

Flow Rate: 4 L/s

Costing Data: Section 17

Design Calculation: Section 25.2.3
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P-102 is a centrifugal pump used to move 30% w/w ethylene glycol through the required
heat exchangers and the jacket of R-100a-c. The pump allows for the circulation of 30% w/w
ethylene glycol at the desired flow rates that are specified in Tables 12.2.3 to 12.2.4. Because the
flow rates of ethylene glycol vary significantly based on the required heating or cooling process,
a maximum flow rate of 4 L/s was used in the design calculation to accommodate changing rates.
The specification sheet in section 16 does not specify the exact flow rates and temperatures of the
fluid, as this is described in detail in Tables 12.2.2 to 12.2.4. The purchase cost of the pump and
electric motor is $14,467 as described in Section 17.

Distillate Pump: P-103
Unit ID: P-103

Head: 38.1 m

Type: Pump

Pressure Change: 3 bar

Material: Stainless Steel

Work: 8.05 hp

Specification Sheet: Section 16

Flow Rate: 10 L/s

Costing Data: Section 17

Design Calculation: Section 25.2.3

P-103 is a centrifugal pump that transfers condensed fluid from E-102 into waste tank W100. The flow rate, 10 L/s, was chosen to move 7126.41 kg of distillate in an appropriate amount
of time. Because the distillate contains a mixture of ethanol and THF, appropriate weighted density
properties were used to calculate the head loss of 38.1 m. The purchase cost of the pump and
electric motor is $15,251 as described in Section 17.
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Ethanol Pump: P-104
Unit ID: P-104

Head: 39 m

Type: Pump

Pressure Change: 3 bar

Material: Stainless Steel

Work: 3.49 hp

Specification Sheet: Section 16

Flow Rate: 3.15 L/s

Costing Data: Section 17

Design Calculation: Section 25.2.3

P-104 is a centrifugal pump that transfers ethanol fluid from T-101 into vessel R-100b for
the solvent swap stage in this process. The flow rate, 3.15 L/s, was chosen to move 6913.01 kg of
ethanol in an appropriate amount of time. The purchase cost of the pump and electric motor is
$14,346 as described in Section 17.

Mother Liquor Pump: P-105
Unit ID: P-105

Head: 38.78 m

Type: Pump

Pressure Change: 3 bar

Material: Stainless Steel

Work: 9.66 hp

Specification Sheet: Section 16

Flow Rate: 12.6 L/s

Costing Data: Section 17

Design Calculation: Section 25.2.3

P-105 is a centrifugal pump that transfers the mother liquor into the waste tank W-101. The
flow rate, 12.6 L/s, was chosen to move 1991.42 kg of mother liquor in an appropriate amount of
time. The mother liquor assumed properties of ethanol when calculating the head loss. The
purchase cost of the pump and electric motor is $15,911 as described in Section 17.
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API Product Powder Pump: P-106
Unit ID: P-102

Head: 15.24 m

Type: Pump

Height: 0.82 m

Material: Hastelloy

Work: 5 hp

Specification Sheet: Section 16

Additional Features: PLC Control Panel, valves

Costing Data: Section 17

Design Details: Section 25.4

P-106 is a specialty powder pump from De Dietrich, the same manufacturer of the main
vessel used in this process. This pump serves to transfer the solid API product from the filter dryer
(FD-100) into 55-gallon drums that are outside the scope of this project. The pump ensures the
transfer is controlled, contained, and capable of minimizing exposure between the operators and
the toxic starting material. This pump follows design guidelines from the manufacturer, with a
head loss of 15.24 meters and a work requirement of 5 hp. The material of construction is
Hastelloy, which has high purity and excellent corrosion resistance for the hazardous API product.
The purchase cost of the pump and electric motor is $35,000 as described in Section 17.
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15.4 Storage and Waste Tanks
Ethanol Storage Tank
Unit ID: T-101

Total Volume: 45,425 L

Type: Horizontal Pressure Vessel

Diameter: 2.74 m

Material: Stainless Steel 304

Length: 7.32 m
Additional Features:

Specification Sheet: Section 16
Costing Data: Section 17

Wind/Earthquake protection
Design Calculation: Section 25.2.7

The ethanol storage tank (T-101) is a horizontal pressure vessel that will contain 26,835
liters of fresh ethanol for use in the production of three batches. New ethanol will replenish the
pressure vessel once each week. T-101 will feed into Pump P-104 and will supply ethanol to R100b during distillation (Stream 4). T-101 will also feed into R-100c during the final wash step of
filtration (Stream 8). It will be maintained at atmospheric pressure and at 20 °C.

THF Storage Tank
Unit ID: T-100

Total Volume: 15142 L

Type: Horizontal Pressure Vessel

Diameter: 1.83 m

Material: Stainless Steel 304

Length: 5.49 m
Additional Features:

Specification Sheet: Section 16
Costing Data: Section 17

Wind/Earthquake protection
Design Calculation: Section 25.2.7
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The THF storage tank (T-101) is a horizontal pressure vessel that will contain 6893 liters
of fresh THF for use in the production of three batches. New THF will replenish the pressure vessel
once each week. T-100 will feed into Pump P-100 and will supply THF to R-100a during
distillation (Stream 1). It will be maintained at atmospheric pressure and at 20 °C.

Distillate Waste Tank
Unit ID: W-100

Total Volume: 45,425 L

Type: Horizontal Pressure Vessel

Diameter: 2.74 m

Material: Stainless Steel 304

Length: 7.32 m
Additional Features:

Specification Sheet: Section 16
Costing Data: Section 17

Wind/Earthquake protection
Design Calculation: Section 25.2.7

The distillate waste tank (W-100) is a horizontal pressure vessel that will contain 26,233
liters of distillate waste from the distillation step generated in the production of three batches.
Collected distillate waste will be disposed of once each week. The distillate from R-100b will feed
into Pump P-103 and into W-100 (Stream 6). It will be maintained at atmospheric pressure and at
20 °C.
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Mother Liquor Storage Tank
Unit ID: W-101

Total Volume: 15142 L

Type: Horizontal Pressure Vessel

Diameter: 1.83 m

Material: Stainless Steel 304

Length: 5.49 m
Additional Features:

Specification Sheet: Section 16
Costing Data: Section 17

Wind/Earthquake protection
Design Calculation: Section 25.2.7

The mother liquor waste tank (W-101) is a horizontal pressure vessel that will contain 7166
liters of mother liquor from the crystallization step generated in the production of three batches.
Collected mother liquor will be disposed of once each week. The waste from R-100c will feed into
Pump P-105 and into W-101. It will be maintained at atmospheric pressure and at 20 °C.
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Section 16: Specification Sheets
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Note: R-100a, R-100b and R-100c refer to a single piece of equipment. Various spec sheets
shown for each step to highlight differences in heat transfer area and materials handled.

Batch API Process: Reaction Vessel
Identification:

Item
Reaction Vessel
Date: 21 April 2020
Item No.
R-100a
By:
ACL
No. Required 1
Function: Carry out reaction of starting material in THF to create API product
Operation: Batch
Materials Handled
1
2
3
Temperature (°C)
20
20
50
Pressure (bar)
1
1
1
Mass (kg)
2042.29
200.33
2242.62
Component Mass (kg)
THF
2042.29
0
2042.29
Ethanol
0
0
0
Starting Material
0
200.33
0.38
Product
0
0
199.95
Dry Seed
0
0
0
30% w/w Ethylene Glycol
0
0
0
Design Data:
Vessel Volume: 4000 L
Jacket Volume: 560 L
Heat Transfer Area: 7.02 m2
Average Heat Transfer Coefficient: 210 W/m2-K
Inner Diameter of Vessel: 1.8 m
Diameter Including Jacket: 1.9 m
Jacket inlet nozzle diameter: 52.5mm
Agitator Length: 0.750 m
Agitator Speed: 50
Material of Construction: Glass Lined Stainless Steel
Thickness of Lining: 1.5 mm
Thermal Conductivity of Lining: 1 W/m-K
Thickness of Wall (Stainless Steel): 20 mm
Thermal Conductivity of Wall: 40 W/m-K
Vessel Temperature: 50 °C
Vessel Pressure: 1.1 bar
Company and Name: De Dietrich AE 4000
Utilities per Batch: 52.72 kWh for agitators, see Section 14.2 for additional detail
Comments and Drawings: See PFD in Figure 12.1. Jacket material ignored – Refer to Table
12.2.2. Refer to Section 25.2 for detailed specifications and Section 17 for equipment costs. R100a,
R100b, R-100c refer to the same vessel.
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Batch API Process: Distillation Vessel
Identification:

Item
Distillation Vessel Date:
21 April 2020
Item No.
R-100b
By:
ACL
No. Required 1
Function: Carry out distillation to swap Ethanol for THF
Operation: Batch
Materials Handled
3
4
5
7
Temperature (°C)
50
20
80
80
Pressure (bar)
1
1
1
1
Mass (kg)
2242.62
6913.01
7126.41
2029.22
Component Mass (kg)
THF
2042.29
0
2030.19
12.10
Ethanol
0
6913.01
5096.22
1816.79
Starting Material
0.38
0
0
0.38
Product
199.95
0
0
199.95
Dry Seed
0
0
0
0
30% w/w Ethylene Glycol
0
0
0
0
Design Data:
Vessel Volume: 4000 L
Jacket Volume: 560 L
Heat Transfer Area: 9.95 m2
Average Heat Transfer Coefficient: 339 W/m2-K
Inner Diameter of Vessel: 1.8 m
Diameter Including Jacket: 1.9 m
Jacket inlet nozzle diameter: 52.5mm
Agitator Length: 0.750 m
Agitator speed: 50 rpm
Material of Construction: Glass Lined Stainless Steel
Thickness of Lining: 1.5 mm
Thermal Conductivity of Lining: 1 W/m-K
Thickness of Wall (Stainless Steel): 20 mm
Thermal Conductivity of Wall: 40 W/m-K
Vessel Temperature: 50 to 80 °C
Vessel Pressure: 1 bar
Company and Name: De Dietrich AE 4000
Utilities per Batch: See section 14.2 for additional detail
Comments and Drawings: See PFD in Figure 12.1. Jacket material ignored – Refer to Table
12.2.3. Refer to Section 25.2 for detailed specifications and Section 17 for equipment costs. R100a,
R100b, R-100c refer to the same vessel.
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Batch API Process: Crystallization Vessel
Identification:

Item
Crystallization Vessel Date:
21 April 2020
Item No. R-100c
By:
ACL
No. Required 1
Function: Carry out crystallization to precipitate API product from solution
Operation: Batch
Materials Handled
7
8
9
10
Temperature (°C)
80
20
20
12
Pressure (bar)
1
1
1
1
Mass (kg)
2029.22
145.06
1
2175.28
Component Mass (kg)
THF
12.10
0
0
12.10
Ethanol
1816.79
145.06
0
1961.85
Starting Material
0.38
0
0
0.38
Product
199.95
0
0
200.95
Dry Seed
0
0
1
0
30% w/w Ethylene Glycol
0
0
0
0
Design Data:
Vessel Volume: 4000 L
Jacket Volume: 560 L
Heat Transfer Area: 7.02 m2
Average Heat Transfer Coefficient: 159 W/m2-K
Inner Diameter of Vessel: 1.8 m
Diameter Including Jacket: 1.9 m
Jacket inlet nozzle diameter: 52.5mm
Agitator Length: 0.750 m
Agitator Speed: 50
Material of Construction: Glass Lined Stainless Steel
Thickness of Lining: 1.5 mm
Thermal Conductivity of Lining: 1 W/m-K
Thickness of Wall (Stainless Steel): 20 mm
Thermal Conductivity of Wall: 40 W/m-K
Vessel Pressure: 1 bar
Company and Name: De Dietrich AE 4000
Utilities per Batch: See section 14.2 for additional detail
Comments and Drawings: See PFD in Figure 12.1. Jacket material ignored – Refer to Table 12.2.4.
Refer to Section 25.2 for detailed specifications and Section 17 for equipment costs. R100a, R100b, R100c refer to the same vessel.
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Batch API Process: Filter Dryer
Identification:

Item
Filter Dryer
Date: 21 April 2020
Item No.
FD-100
By:
ACL
No. Required 1
Function: Filter product from mother liquor and dry final API product
Operation: Batch
Materials Handled
10
11
12
Temperature (°C)
12
12
12
Pressure (bar)
1
1
1
Mass (kg)
2175.28
19991.42
183.86
Component Mass (kg)
THF
12.10
12.10
0
Ethanol
1961.85
1961.85
0
Starting Material
0.38
0.38
0
Product
200.95
17.09
183.86
Dry Seed
0
0
0
30% w/w Ethylene
0
0
0
Glycol
Design Data:
Vessel Volume: 4660 L
Wet Cake Volume: 1,600 L
Filtration Surface: 4.08 m2
Material of Construction: C-22 Hastelloy
Pressure Range: -1 to 3 bar
Max Temperature: 130 °C
Company and Name: De Dietrich Nutsche Filter Dryer
Utilities per Batch: 502.5 kWh
Comments and Drawings: See PFD in Figure 12.1. Refer to Section 25.4 for detailed
specifications and Section 17 for equipment costs.
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Batch API Process: Steam Jacket Heat Exchanger
Identification:

Item
Steam Jacket HX
Date: 21 April 2020
Item No.
E-100
By:
ACL
No. Required 1
Function: Heat jacket fluid with to maintain temperature in the vessel
Operation: Continuous
Materials Handled
Shell Side: Steam
Tube Side: 30 % w/w Ethylene Glycol
Design Data: Max Heat Duty: 1.15 × 106 kJ/hr
Min Heat Duty: 2.94 × 105 kJ/hr
Material of Construction: Stainless Steel
Heat Transfer Coefficient: 750 W/m2-K
Surface Area: 6 m2
Type: Fixed Head
Tube Length: 2.4 m
Utilities per Batch: 2957 kg of lps steam
Comments and Drawings: See PFD in Figure 12.1 and Tables 14.1.1, 14.1.2, and 14.1.3.
Refer to section 25.2 for detailed design calculations and Section 17 for equipment costs.
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Batch API Process: Water Jacket Heat Exchanger
Identification:

Item
Water Jacket HX
Date: 21 April 2020
Item No.
E-101
By:
ACL
No. Required 1
Function: Heat or Cool jacket fluid to maintain temperature in the vessel
Operation: Continuous
Materials Handled
Shell Side: Hot or Chilled Water
Tube Side: 30% w/w Ethylene Glycol
Design Data: Max Heat Duty (Heating): 9.95 × 104 kJ/hr
Min Heat Duty (Heating): 4.31 × 103 kJ/hr
Max Heat Duty (Cooling): -1.13 × 105 kJ/hr
Min Heat Duty (Cooling): -1.40 × 104 kJ/hr
Heat Transfer Coefficient: 500 W/m2-K
Surface Area: 10 m2
Type: Fixed Head
Tube Length: 2.4m
Utilities per Batch: 4,402 m3 of hot water and 5,317 GJ of chilled water
Comments and Drawings: See PFD in Figure 12.1 and Tables 14.1.1, 14.1.2, and 14.1.3.
Refer to Section 25.2 for detailed design calculations and Section 17 for equipment costs.
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Batch API Process: Distillate Condenser (Heat Exchanger)
Identification:

Item
Distillate Condenser
Item No.
E-102
No. Required 1
Function: Condense distillate leaving the vessel
Operation: Continuous
Materials Handled
Hot In (5)
Hot Out (6)
Temperature (°C)
80
80
Pressure (bar)
1
1
Mass (kg)
7126.41
7126.41
Mass Flow (kg/hr)
Component Mass (kg)
THF
2030.19
2030.19
Ethanol
5096.22
5096.22
Starting Material
0
0
Product
0
0
Dry Seed
0
0
30% w/w Ethylene Glycol
0
0

Date: 21 April 2020
By:
ACL

Cold In
20
1
6500 kg/hr
0
0
0
0
0
0

Design Data:

Max Heat Exchanged:
404,009 kJ/hr
Material of Construction: Stainless Steel
Heat Transfer Coefficient: 500 W/m2-K
Surface Area: 6 m2
Type: Fixed Head
Tube Length: 2.4 m
Max LMTD: 52.4
Utilities per Batch: 8484 m3 of cooling water
Comments and Drawings: See PFD in Figure 12.1. Refer to section 25.2 for detailed design
calculations and Section 17 for equipment costs.
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Batch API Process: THF Pump
Identification:

Item
THF Pump
Date: 21 April 2020
Item No.
P-100
By:
ACL
No. Required 1
Function: Transfer solvent from storage tanks to reaction vessel
Operation: Continuous
Materials Handled
Feed
Discharge (1)
Temperature (°C)
20
20
Pressure (bar)
1
1
Mass (kg)
2042.29
2042.29
Component Mass (kg)
THF
2042.29
2042.29
Ethanol
0
0
Starting Material
0
0
Product
0
0
Dry Seed
0
0
30% w/w Ethylene Glycol
0
0
Design Data:
Type of Pump: Centrifugal
Pressure Change: 3 bar
Material of Construction: Stainless Steel
Head: 35 m
Volumetric Flow Rate: 20 L/s
Pump Efficiency: 0.67
Shaft rpm: 1,800
Net Work: 14.08 hp
Utilities per Batch: 0.300 kWh
Comments and Drawings: See PFD in Figure 12.1. Pressure drop only occurs due to frictional
losses in pipes. 3 bar drop assumed to accommodate all processes. See Section 25.2 for design
calculations and Section 17 for equipment costs.
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Batch API Process: Starting Material Powder Pump
Identification:

Item
SM Powder Pump
Date: 21 April 2020
Item No.
P-101
By:
ACL
No. Required 1
Function: Automate transfer of hazardous staring material from T-101 to R-100a
Operation: Continuous
Materials Handled
Feed
Discharge (2)
Temperature (°C)
20
20
Pressure (bar)
1
1
Mass (kg)
200.33
200.33
Component Mass (kg)
THF
0
0
Ethanol
0
0
Starting Material
200.33
200.33
Product
0
0
Dry Seed
0
0
30% w/w Ethylene Glycol
0
0
Design Data:
Type of Pump: Pneumatic
Pressure Change: 3 bar
Material of Construction: Hastelloy
Head: 15.24 m
Volumetric Flow Rate: 0.10 L/s
Outlet Flange Diameter: 0.10 m
Shaft rpm: 1,800
Net Work: 5 hp
Utilities per Batch: 2.07 kWh
Comments and Drawings: See PFD in Figure 12.1. Refer to Section 25.2 for detailed
specifications and Section 17 for equipment costs.
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Batch API Process: Jacket Fluid Pump
Identification:

Item
Jacket Fluid Pump
Date: 21 April 2020
Item No.
P-102
By:
ACL
No. Required 1
Function: Pump around external jacket fluid to maintain temperature in vessel
Operation: Continuous
Materials Handled 30% w/w Ethylene Glycol at Different Flow rates and temperatures. See
Tables 12.2.2, 12,2.3, and 12.2.4 for more information.
Design Data:
Type of Pump: Centrifugal
Pressure Change: 3 bar
Material of Construction: Stainless Steel
Head: 28.11 m
Volumetric Flow Rate: 4 L/s
Pump Efficiency: 0.47
Shaft rpm: 1,800
Net Work: 4.11 hp
Utilities per Batch: 132.17 kWh
Comments and Drawings: See PFD in Figure 12.1 Pressure drop only occurs due to
frictional losses in pipes. 3 bar drop assumed to accommodate all processes. See Section 25.2
for design calculations and Section 17 for equipment costs.
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Batch API Process: Distillate Pump
Identification:

Item
Distillate Pump
Date: 21 April 2020
Item No.
P-103
By:
ACL
No. Required 1
Function: Move Condensed Distillate to Waste Tank
Operation: Continuous
Materials Handled
Feed
Discharge (6)
Temperature (°C)
20~30
68.5~80
Pressure (bar)
1
1
Mass (kg)
6574.12
6574.12
Component Mass (kg)
THF
2031.3
2031.3
Ethanol
4542.82
4542.82
Starting Material
0
0
Product
0
0
Dry Seed
0
0
30% Ethylene Glycol
0
0
Design Data:
Type of Pump: Centrifugal
Pressure Change: 3 bar
Material of Construction: Stainless Steel
Head: 38.1 m
Volumetric Flow Rate: 10 L/s
Pump Efficiency: 0.59
Shaft rpm: 1,800
Net Work: 8.05 hp
Utilities per Batch: 1.20 kWh
Comments and Drawings: See PFD in Figure 12.1. Pressure drop only occurs due to
frictional losses in pipes. 3 bar drop assumed to accommodate all processes. See Section 25.2
for design calculations and Section 17 for equipment costs.
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Batch API Process: Ethanol Pump
Identification:

Item
Ethanol Pump
Date: 21 April 2020
Item No.
P-104
By:
ACL
No. Required 1
Function: Move ethanol from storage tank to vessel for solvent swap
Operation: Continuous
Materials Handled
Feed
Discharge (4)
Temperature (°C)
20
20
Pressure (bar)
1
1
Mass (kg)
6913.01
6913.01
Component Mass (kg)
THF
0
0
Ethanol
6913.01
6913.01
Starting Material
0
0
Product
0
0
Dry Seed
0
0
30 % Ethylene Glycol
0
0
Design Data:
Type of Pump: Centrifugal
Pressure Change: 3 bar
Material of Construction: Stainless Steel
Head: 39 m
Volumetric Flow Rate: 3.15 L/s
Pump Efficiency: 0.44
Shaft rpm: 1,800
Net Work: 3.49 hp
Utilities per Batch: 1.58 kWh
Comments and Drawings: See PFD in Figure 12.1. Pressure drop only occurs due to
frictional losses in pipes. 3 bar drop assumed to accommodate all processes. See Section 25.2
for design calculations and Section 17 for equipment costs.
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Batch API Process: Mother Liquor Pump
Identification:

Item
Mother Liquor Pump
Date: 21 April 2020
Item No.
P-105
By:
ACL
No. Required 1
Function: Move mother liquor into waste tank for disposal
Operation: Continuous
Materials Handled
Feed (11)
Discharge
Temperature (°C)
12
12
Pressure (bar)
1
1
Mass (kg)
1991.42
1991.42
Component Mass (kg)
THF
12.10
12.10
Ethanol
1961.85
1961.85
Starting Material
0.38
0.38
Product
17.09
17.09
Dry Seed
0
0
30% w/w Ethylene Glycol
0
0
Design Data:
Type of Pump: Centrifugal
Pressure Change: 3 bar
Material of Construction: Stainless Steel
Head: 38.78 m
Volumetric Flow Rate: 12.6 L/s
Pump Efficiency: 0.62
Shaft rpm: 1,800
Net Work: 9.66 hp
Utilities per Batch: 0.332 kWh
Comments and Drawings: See PFD in Figure 12.1. Pressure drop only occurs due to frictional
losses in pipes. 3 bar drop assumed to accommodate all processes. See Section 25.2 for design
calculations and Section 17 for equipment costs.
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Batch API Process: API Product Powder Pump
Identification:

Item
API Powder Pump
Date: 21 April 2020
Item No.
P-106
By:
ACL
No. Required 1
Function: Automate transfer of hazardous staring material from T-101 to R-100a
Operation: Continuous
Materials Handled
Feed
Discharge (2)
Temperature (°C)
20
20
Pressure (bar)
1
1
Mass (kg)
183.86
183.86
Component Mass (kg)
THF
0
0
Ethanol
0
0
Starting Material
0
0
Product
183.86
183.86
Dry Seed
0
0
30% w/w Ethylene Glycol
0
0
Design Data:
Type of Pump: Pneumatic
Pressure Change: 3 bar
Material of Construction: Hastelloy
Head: 15.24 m
Volumetric Flow Rate: 0.10 L/s
Outlet Flange Diameter: 0.10 m
Shaft rpm: 1,800
Net Work: 5 hp
Utilities per Batch: 1.94 kWh
Comments and Drawings: See PFD in Figure 12.1. Refer to Section 25.2 for detailed
specifications and Section 17 for equipment costs.
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Batch API Process: THF Horizontal Pressure Vessel
Identification:

Item
THF Storage Tank
Date: 21 April 2020
Item No.
T-100
By:
ACL
No. Required 1
Function: Store THF solvent used in process
Operation: Storage
Materials Handled:
To process (1)
Temperature (°C)
20
Pressure (bar)
1
Mass (kg)
2042.29
Component Mass (kg)
THF
2042.29
Ethanol
0
Starting Material
0
Product
0
Dry Seed
0
30% w/w Ethylene Glycol
0
Design Data:
Time Stored: 1 week
Material of Construction: Stainless Steel 304
Diameter: 1.83 m
Length of Tank: 5.49 m
Tank Volume: 15142 l
Pressure: 1 bar
Temperature: 20 °C
Wind/earthquake protection
Comments and Drawings: See PFD in Figure 12.1. Refer to section 25.2 for detailed design
calculations and Section 17 for equipment costs.
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Batch API Process: Ethanol Horizontal Pressure Vessel
Identification:

Item
Ethanol Storage Tank Date: 21 April 2020
Item No.
T-101
By:
ACL
No. Required 1
Function: Store ethanol solvent used in process
Operation: Storage
Materials Handled:
To process (4)
Temperature (°C)
20
Pressure (bar)
1
Mass (kg)
7058.1
Component Mass (kg)
THF
0
Ethanol
7058.1
Starting Material
0
Product
0
Dry Seed
0
30% w/w Ethylene Glycol
0
Design Data:
Time Stored: 1 week
Material of Construction: Stainless Steel 304
Diameter: 2.74 m
Length of Tank: 7.32 m
Tank Volume: 45425 l
Pressure: 1 bar
Temperature: 20 °C
Wind/earthquake protection
Comments and Drawings: See PFD in Figure 12.1. Refer to section 25.2 for detailed design
calculations and Section 17 for equipment costs.
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Batch API Process: Distillate Waste Horizontal Pressure Vessel
Identification:

Item
Distillate Waste Tank
Date: 21 April 2020
Item No.
W-100
By:
ACL
No. Required 1
Function: Store distillate waste generated from process
Operation: Storage
Materials Handled:
From process (6)
Temperature (°C)
20
Pressure (bar)
1
Mass (kg)
7126.41
Component Mass (kg)
THF
2030.19
Ethanol
5096.22
Starting Material
0
Product
0
Dry Seed
0
30 % Ethylene Glycol
0
Design Data:
Time Stored: 1 week
Material of Construction: Stainless Steel
Diameter: 2.74 m
Length of Tank: 7.32 m
Tank Volume: 45425 l
Pressure: 1 bar
Temperature: 20 °C
Wind/earthquake protection
Comments and Drawings: See PFD in Figure 12.1. Refer to section 25.2 for detailed design
calculations and Section 17 for equipment costs.
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Batch API Process: Mother Liquor Waste Horizontal Pressure Vessel
Identification:

Item
ML Waste Tank
Date: 21 April 2020
Item No.
W-101
By:
ACL
No. Required 1
Function: Store mother liquor waste generated from crystallization
Operation: Storage
Materials Handled:
From process (11)
Temperature (°C)
12
Pressure (bar)
1
Mass (kg)
1991.42
Component Mass (kg)
THF
12.10
Ethanol
1961.85
Starting Material
0.38
Product
17.09
Dry Seed
0
30% w/w Ethylene Glycol
0
Design Data:
Time Stored: 1 week
Material of Construction: Stainless Steel 304
Diameter: 1.83 m
Height or Tank: 5.49 m
Tank Volume: 15142 l
Pressure: 1 bar
Temperature: 20 °C
Comments and Drawings: See PFD in Figure 12.1. Refer to section 25.2 for detailed design
calculations and Section 17 for equipment costs.
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Section 17: Equipment Cost Summary
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17.1 Equipment Cost Summary
Table 17.1.1 Summary of Equipment Costs for Halfaxia Batch Process
Unit ID

R-100a-c
FD-100
E-100
E-101
E-102
P-100
P-101
P-102
P-103
P-104
P-105
P-106
T-100
T-101
W-100
W-101

Type
Fabricated
Equipment
Fabricated
Equipment
Fabricated
Equipment
Fabricated
Equipment
Fabricated
Equipment
Process
Machinery
Process
Machinery
Process
Machinery
Process
Machinery
Process
Machinery
Process
Machinery
Process
Machinery
Storage
Storage
Storage
Storage

Purchase
Cost ($)

Bare
Module
Factor

Bare
Module
Cost ($)

Unit Type

220,000

4.05

891,000

Vessel

800,000

4.05

3,240,000

Filter Dryer

52,377

3.17

166,035

Heat Exchanger

52,377

3.17

166,035

Heat Exchanger

52,377

3.17

166,035

Condenser

17,535

3.30

57,866

Pump

35,000

3.30

155,500

Pump

14,467

3.30

47,741

Pump

14,486

3.30

47,804

Pump

14,346

3.30

47,342

Pump

15,911

3.30

52,506

Pump

35,000

3.30

155,500

Pump

66,314

3.05

202,258

Pressure Vessel

105,805

3.05

322,704

Pressure Vessel

105,805

3.05

322,704

Pressure Vessel

66,314

3.05

202,258

Pressure Vessel

Total Bare Module Cost: $6,243,288
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Table 17.1.1 displays the equipment costs required for the pharmaceutical batch process.
All of the equipment costs except for R-100a-c and FD-100 were calculated using equations
provided in Product and Process Design Principles and the spreadsheet provided by the professors
of CBE 459 [11]. A CE cost index of 600 was used to account for the inflation in 2020. Appropriate
bare module costs were applied to the pumps, heat exchangers, condensers, and storage tanks
following guidelines from Seider et al. Detailed calculations for pump, storage tanks, and heat
exchanger sizing are described in section 25.2 of the appendix.
17.2 Vessel and Filter Dryer
The purchase costs for the 4000 L glass lined vessel (R-100a-c) and filter dryer (FD-100)
were acquired using direct quotes from the manufacturer, De Dietrich. These pieces of equipment
have purchase costs of $220,000 and $800,000 for the vessel and filter dryer, respectively (See
Appendix 25.4). The bare module costs for R-100a-c and FD-100 were assumed to be 4.05, which
follows the breakdown presented in Table 17.2.1. Any bare module factor that is close to the
factors for storage vessels in Seider et al. was deemed appropriate for R-100a-c and FD-100. The
total bare module costs for the vessel and filter dryer are $891,000 and $3,240,000, respectively.
Table 17.2.1 Derived Bare Module Factor Considerations

Installation Materials

Percentage of Equipment Purchase Cost
(%)
70

Installation labor

70

Freight, Insurance, and Taxes

15

Construction Overhead

70

Contractor Engineering Expenses

80

Total Bare Module Cost

4.05

Cost Type
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17.3 Pumps
Using equations in Chapter 16 of Seider et al., the total bare module cost for all 4
centrifugal pumps used in the process is $253,259. This cost also includes the price for 1,800 shaft
rpm electric motors with a type factor of 1.5. The cost depends on the liquid flow rate, pressure
drop, and density of the fluid flowing through the pump. Due to the nature of this batch process,
pumps are required to overcome frictional forces to move fluid from one area to another.
Therefore, an approximate pressure drop of 3 bar and head of 30 m were used as baselines to
estimate the flow rate throughout the pump. Stainless steel pumps were designed to account for
cleanliness and corrosion resistance, allowing for a material factor of 2. Using quotations from the
manufacturer in Section 25.4, the specialty powder pumps P-101 and P-106 each have a purchase
cost of $35,000. The bare module cost for all pumps and electric motors is 3.30, following
guidelines from Product and Process Design Principles.
17.4 Heat Exchangers and Condensers
The equations provided in Chapter 16 of Seider et al. require a minimum heat transfer area
of 14 square meters to calculate the costs of shell and tube heat exchangers. The areas of E-100,
E-101, and E-102 fall under the minimum required area at 6, 10, and 6 square meters respectively.
However, the costs equations were still utilized by assuming all three pieces of equipment had a
heat transfer area of 14 square meters. The difference in cost between the actual heat exchanger
sizing and the assumed will be negligible in the overall economic analysis for this process. All
heat exchangers have a tube length of 2.4 m and assume a fixed head configuration. Following
pharmaceutical standards, the shell and tube portions of each equipment are constructed with
stainless steel. This creates a material factor of 3.78 and a length factor of 1.25. The bare module
factor is 3.17 following guidelines from Product and Process Design Principles.
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17.5 Storage and Waste Tanks
The four storage and waste tanks are horizontal pressure vessels operating at atmospheric
pressure. Their volumes were determined using a guideline from Product and Process Design
Principles to size pressure vessels 1.5 times the size of the transport vehicle. Bulldog Steel
Products, Inc., provides standard dimensions (diameter and length) associated with vessel capacity
[ 12 ]. These dimensions were used to calculate the bare-module cost, using a Materials-ofConstruction Factor Fm of 1.7 for Stainless Steel 304. Table 16.11 from Product and Process
Design Principles gives a bare-module factor of 3.05 for horizontal pressure vessels. The total
bare-module cost for the four horizontal pressure vessels is $1,049,924 and the total purchase cost
is $344,238.
17.6 Equipment Cost Comparison
The pie chart below shows a breakdown of all of the costs involved in this process.
Specialty equipment, such as the De Dietrich vessel and filter dryer, compose the majority of the
equipment costs at 67%. These pieces of equipment are commonly used in the pharmaceutical
industry and therefore come highly recommended by J&J. The 4000 L vessel comes equipped with
all necessary components including a jacket, agitators, and spray nozzles for cleaning.
Additionally, the storage and waste tanks contribute to a large portion of the cost at 17%. Having
sufficient waste and storage tanks ensures enough inventory is available to create several batches.
Heat exchangers and pumps represent the minority of costs in the overall manufacturing process.
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8%
8%

Vessel and Filter Dryer
Storage and Waste Tanks

17%

Heat Exchangers

67%

Pumps

Figure 17.6.1 Equipment Cost Breakdown for Halfaxia Synthesis
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Section 18: Fixed Capital Investment Summary
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18.1 Total Capital Investment
The CBE 459 spreadsheet is used for Sections 18, 19, and 21 of the report. The total capital
investment for the process is the sum of the total permanent investment and the total working
capital, as shown in the equation below. The TCI for this process is $31,940,569 with $7,232,630
for the TPI and $24,707,939 for the WC.
CTCI = CTPI + CWC

(Equation 18.1.1)

The working capital costs include costs for inventory, accounts receivable, cash reserves, and
accounts payable. The total permanent investment includes the bare module costs, direct
permanent investment, total depreciable capital, and cost of land, royalties and startup. This
manufacturing process will be built in Mumbai, India due to cheaper costs of labor and the
presence of existing J&J pharmaceutical plants.
18.2 Working Capital
Working capital refers to the funds required by J&J to meet their obligations until payments
are received for the API produced. Following accountant standards, working capital is typically
provided for a one-month period of plant operation. Therefore 30 days of cash reserves are
provided for utilities, operations, maintenance, operating overhead, property taxes, insurance, and
depreciation. The cash reserves did not include raw materials and amounted to 8.33% of the annual
cost of manufacture. Additionally, 30 days are provided for accounts receivable and accounts
payable. The inventory of the product, Halfaxia, is set for 4 days and the inventory for raw
materials is set for 2 days. Assuming that the manufacturing process would be co-located with the
drug product site, 4 days of inventory is considered reasonable for the API product. Although 2
days of raw material is suitable inventory for the starting material, it was considered too low for
the solvents used in the process. The spreadsheet used cannot specify different days of inventory
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depending on the raw material, therefore the value remains at 2 days. This assumption is validated
by the fact that the starting material has the highest cost in the raw material inventory. A summary
of the working capital costs is displayed in Table 18.2.1. Note that the total working capital is the
undiscounted version.
Table 18.2.1 Breakdown of Working Capital Costs Over the First Three Years of Production
2021

2022

2023

21,071,356

10,535,678

10,535,678

178,571

89,286

89,286

Accounts Payable ($)

(12,534,204)

(6,267,102)

(6,267,102)

Halfaxia Inventory ($)

2,809,514

1,404,757

1,404,757

828,732

414,366

414,366

Total

12,353,969

6,176,985

6,176,985

Present Value at 15%

10,742,582

4,670,688

4,061,468

Accounts Receivable ($)
Cash Reserves ($)

Raw Materials ($)

Total Working Capital ($)

$24,707,939

18.3 Total Permanent Investment
The total permanent investment for this project totals to $7,232,630 and is summarized by
the results in Table 18.3.2. 100% of the total permanent investment occurs in the first year of
construction in 2021. Although some companies do not have the capability to invest a large portion
of money in a single year, typical pharmaceutical companies are well equipped to handle this
investment in the first year. The total bare module costs for the equipment used in this process
included the costs for fabricated equipment, process machinery, storage, and other equipment.
Section 17 provides more details into how these costs were sourced or calculated. For the direct
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permanent investment, the costs of site preparations and land are set to 0% of the total bare module
costs and total depreciable capital. This API batch manufacturing process occurs on an existing
plant, which allows for these costs to be negligible. Other assumptions for determining the total
permanent investment followed standard guidelines in Seider et al., 2017 and include the cost of
contingencies and contractor fees, service facilities, and plant start up. The cost of royalties and
utility plants are negligible. Table 18.3.1 outlines these assumptions used to determine the total
permanent investment

Table 18.3.1 Assumptions Leading to the Total Permanent Investment for 100% of TPI in First
Year of Construction
Cost for TPI

Assumption

Site Preparations

0% of Total Bare Module Costs

Service Facilities

5% of Total Bare Module Costs

Contingencies and Contractor Fees

18% of Direct Permanent Investment

Land

0% of Total Depreciable Capital

Plant Start Up

10% of Total Depreciable Capital
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Table 18.3.2 Calculation of the Total Permanent Investment

Total Bare Module Costs
Fabricated Equipment
Process Machinery

$4,629,105
$564,259

Spares

-

Storage

$1,049,924

Other Equipment

-

Catalysts

-

Computers, Software, Etc.

-

Total Bare Module Costs

$6,243,288

Direct Permanent Investment
Cost of Site Preparations

-

Cost of Service Facilities

$312,164

Allocated Costs for Utility Plants
Direct Permanent Investment

$6,555,452

Total Depreciable Capital
Cost of Contingencies & Contractor Fees

$1,179,981

Total Depreciable Capital

$7,735,434

Total Permanent Investment
Cost of Land

-

Cost of Royalties

-

Cost of Plant Start-Up
TPI Unadjusted
Site Factor
Total Permanent Investment

$773,543
$8,508,977
0.85
$7,232,630

Therefore, the total capital investment following equation 18.1.1 is $31,940,569.
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Section 19: Operating Cost and Cost of Manufacture
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19.1 General Operations
This pharmaceutical API batch process occurs in India with a start year of 2020. It will
take 1 year to design the facility, 1 year to construct the facility, and 10 years for production.
API patents usually hold for 10 years, during which the company has a period of time to sell the
product for the most competitive price. After the patent expires, other companies start to produce
the same product which lowers the selling price [13]. Therefore, this economic analysis was only
conducted for the 10 years patent holding period where J&J can use the competitive selling price
of 30$/gram of Halfaxia. Analyzing varying economics due to selling price is beyond the scope of
this project.
The batch production process will adopt a discrete 24 hours a day and 7 day per week
operation. Including the time for filtering and drying, each batch takes 76.8 hours to complete,
which indicates the need for the facility to operate 24/7 to avoid mid-batch interruptions. The
facility will run for 330 days or 11 months out of the year, with an operating factor 0.9041. Because
the fixed costs used in this economic analysis apply to each year, having almost a full year
operation allows for the maximum use of these costs. The extra month where the plant is not
operating helps account for vacation days and cleanup processes between batches. As described in
detail in Section 20 of the report, this pharmaceutical batch process must work for different types
of products. Proper extensive cleaning must be implemented between batches of different types to
avoid contamination. However, it is important to note that for in-between batches of the same type,
such as Halfaxia, cleaning can occur during the drying time of the product, as described in Section
20.
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19.2 Variable Costs – Raw Materials, Utility, By Products, and General Expenses
The raw materials in this process include ethanol, THF, starting material, and 30% w/w
ethylene glycol. The starting material price was provided by the project author at a value of
10$/gram. The prices for the other raw materials were acquired from sources online described in
Section 11. Table 19.2.1 summarizes the required ratio of raw materials to grams of API produced
and the associated costs.
Table 19.2.1 Raw Material Requirements and Costs for API Manufacturing Process
Required Ratio
(gram/gram of Halfaxia)

Cost of Raw Material
($/gram)

Ethanol

38.38

0.0049

THF

11.11

0.12

Starting Material

1.09

10.00

3656.00
0.0054

0.0014
30.00

Raw Material

30% w/w Ethylene Glycol
Dry Seed
Total Weighted Average

$17.70 per gram of Halfaxia

The utilities required for this process include chilled water, hot water, low pressure steam and
electricity to power the pumps, agitators, and filter dryer. The total utility requirements are listed
in Table 19.2.2.
Table 19.2.2 Utility Requirements and Costs for API Manufacturing Process
Unit

Required Ratio
(per gram of Halfaxia)

Cost of Utility
($/unit)

Low Pressure Steam

kg

0.016

0.00132

Chilled Water

GJ

0.0289

5.00

Hot or Cooling Water

m3

0.070

0.027

kWh

0.0038

0.070

Utility

Electricity
Total Weighted Average

$0.147 per gram of Halfaxia
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Other than the API product, there are currently no by-products that can be sold for profit
in this manufacturing process. Opportunities to sell the THF and ethanol distillate were explored,
as some companies will use more rigorous distillation efforts to separate and sell the two
components. However, the profit received from selling the distillate would be minimal when
compared to the money gained from the actual API product. Additionally, the costs to dispose of
waste product would most likely offset the profits gained from selling the distillate. Therefore, this
profit avenue was neglected.
General expenses include the costs of selling and transfer, direct research, allocated
research, administrative expenses, and management incentive compensation. Following guidelines
from Chapter 17 of Seider et al., the selling expenses cover the costs involved for the sales office,
shipping, and sales representatives. However, the API produced is not in the final sellable form
and will simply be transferred to a co-located drug product site for further processing. Therefore,
the selling and transfer expenses were assumed as 0% of the total sales. Similarly, due to
confidentiality, this process does not include the extensive costs for research and development and
clinical trials. However, some research costs must be accounted for to optimize the cleaning,
maintenance, and performance of the manufacturing process over time. The research costs were
slightly reduced from the recommended percentages, and the results the general expenses are
displayed in Table 19.2.3.
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Table 19.2.3 Summary of Assumptions for General Expenses
General Expense

Percentage of Sales

Selling/Transfer Expenses

0.00%

Direct Research

2.00%

Allocated Research

0.50%

Administrative Expense

2.00%

Management Incentive Compensation

1.25%

As shown in Table 19.2.4, combining the costs of raw materials, utilities, and general
expenses creates annual variable costs of $371,645,900.

Table 19.2.4 Summary of Variable Costs for Annual Halfaxia Production
General Expenses
Selling/Transfer Expenses
Direct Research

$11,,394,141

Allocated Research

$2,848,535

Administrative Expenses

$11,394,141

Management Incentive Compensation

$7,121,338
$32,758,155

Total General Expenses
Raw Materials
Utilities

Total Variable Costs

$336,096,804
$2,790,941
$371,645,900
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19.3 Fixed Costs – Operations, Maintenance, and Overhead
The wage rate was adjusted to $9/hr to account for the cost of living in India. This pay rate
is based on an average pharmaceutical process engineer salary of $8.40 for a typical work week in
India [14]. Because this plant requires minimal exposure between the operators and the process,
only 2 operators were deemed necessary for each of the 5 shifts. Additionally, only 1 engineer and
1 person in the laboratory were required. Table 19.3.1 summarizes additional assumptions used to
calculate the operations fixed costs.

Table 19.3.1 Breakdown of Assumptions used to Calculate Fixed Operating Costs
Operations

Details

Operators per Shift

2 (assuming 5 shifts)

Direct Wages and Benefits

$9/operator hour

Direct Salaries and Benefits

15% of Direct Wages and Benefits

Operating Supplies and Services

6% of Direct Wages and Benefits

Ethnical Assistance to Manufacturing

$20,000 per year, per operator

Control Laboratory

$50,000 per year, per operator

The fixed maintenance and operating overheard costs mainly followed recommendations
from Chapter 17 of Seider et al. For maintenance costs, the general plant overheard was increased
from 5.00% to 7.00% of maintenance wages and benefits to account for the costs of cleaning in
between batches. Increasing the maintenance percentage helps account for the unknown cleaning
steps that occur between batches of different types. Tables 19.3.2 and 19.3.3 provide details on the
assumptions used to find the remaining fixed costs.
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Table 19.3.2 Breakdown of Assumptions used to Calculate Fixed Maintenance Costs
Operations

Details

Wages and Benefits

4.5% of Total Depreciable Capital

Salaries and Benefits

25% of Maintenance Wages and Benefits

Materials and Services

100% of Maintenance Wages and Benefits

Maintenance Overhead

7% of Maintenance Wages and Benefits

Table 19.3.3 Breakdown of Assumptions used to Calculate Fixed Operating Overhead Costs
Operations

Details

General Plant Overhead

7.10% of Maintenance and Operations Wages and Benefits

Mechanical Department Services

2.40% of Maintenance and Operations Wages and Benefits

Employee Relations Department

5.90% of Maintenance and Operations Wages and Benefits

Business Services

7.40% of Maintenance and Operations Wages and Benefits
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Table 19.2.4 Summary of Fixed Costs for Annual Halfaxia Production
Operations
Direct Wages and Benefits

$187,200

Direct Salaries and Benefits

$28,080

Operating Supplies and Services

$11,232

Technical Assistance to Manufacturing

$200,000

Control Laboratory

$500,000

Total Operations

$926,512

Maintenance
Wages and Benefits

$348,095

Salaries and Benefits

$87,024

Materials and Services

$348,095

Maintenance Overhead

24,367

Total Maintenance

$807,579

Operating Overhead
General Plant Overhead

$46,178

Mechanical Department Services

$15,610

Employee Relations Department

$38,373

Business Services

$48,129

Total Operating Overhead

$148,291

Property Taxes and Insurance
Property Taxes and Insurance

Total Fixed Costs

$154,709
$2,037,091
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Section 20: Other Important Considerations
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20.1 Facility Design
The reaction vessel (R-100) will be placed on the first floor of the facility while the filter
dryer (FD-100) will be placed on the ground floor. This will allow gravity to direct the flow of the
slurry following the crystallization step from the reaction vessel into the filter dryer and eliminate
any need for pumping or operator handling. The THF pressure vessel (T-100), ethanol pressure
vessel (T-101), and distillate waste tank (W-100), along with their associated pumps, will be placed
side-by-side on the first floor next to the reaction vessel. The jacket shell-and-tube heat exchangers
and the distillate condenser will also be placed next to the reaction vessel. Floor space on the first
floor should be allotted for storage of the 55-gallon drums containing starting material and the
cheaper starting material. The mother liquor waste tank (W-101) and its pump will be placed on
the ground floor next to the filter dryer. There should also be space on the ground floor for 55gallon drums for storing the API once the drying step is completed. The facility should be built as
an extension to an existing Johnson & Johnson manufacturing site; thus, bathrooms and office
space will not be required for this facility. Utilities for this facility include cooling water, chilled
water, and electricity. Safety showers and eye-washing stations should be built on both floors of
the facility. A loading dock where tanker trucks will load and unload the compounds required to
run the process and the waste material generated from the process should also be built.
The facility should be built with extended floor space for future equipment installation for
other batch API processes. Since a reaction vessel and a filter dryer are typical in batch processes,
the equipment we have selected can support production of other APIs in the future. The equipment
is built with sturdy and corrosion-resistant material such as glass or stainless steel. Future
expansion of the facility in producing Halfaxia could entail installing a second reaction vessel and
filter dryer in order to produce more API faster.
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20.2 Safety Considerations
As mentioned in Section 20.1 and in the Problem Statement, the handling of APIs is
hazardous to human health. A potent API is typically in the form of a powder, and if ingested,
inhaled, or touched, it could cause serious health-related injuries to the operators. Therefore, the
process equipment and the facility should be designed in accordance to good manufacturing
practice (GMP) designed for handling APIs.
The equipment for our process must provide an isolated and contained environment for
each step of the process. The reactor and the filter dryers are glass-lined to prevent corrosion of
the walls from the chemicals and potential leaks. These pieces of equipment are outfitted with
internal spray balls that can safely wash the interiors of the reactor and the filter dryer with ethanol
during the cleaning procedure. Operation of the spray balls are automatic and occurs immediately
following the use of the equipment; thus, operators should not need to manually clean the
equipment and risk exposure to the API. Furthermore, any equipment purchased should be
industrial-grade and be designed to handle pharmaceutics, following GMP guidelines.
The process incorporates two centrifugal pumps and two powder pumps to transfer the
ethanol, THF, and starting material, respectively, into the reactor. The transfer from the drums and
the pressure vessel to the pump are conducted using split butterfly valves. These valves consist of
an active valve and a passive valve that are hermetically sealed. Rotating these valves allows the
flow of fluid. In this manner, there is no risk of API or starting material exposure to the operator,
and there is no contamination of hazardous material into the workspace [15]. The powder pump
relies on dense phase flow in order to allow the flow of solids into the receiving vessels and is
specifically designed to eliminate contamination or exposure of the powder by preventing leakage
of the powder into the environment. The connection between the reaction vessel and the filter dryer
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relies on gravity to allow the contents of the reaction vessel to flow through a pipe into the filter
dryer. This pipe can also be outfitted with split butterfly valves at both ends to ensure that the
contents do not leak at the joints. The pipe transferring dry seed into the reaction vessel to initiate
crystallization also has split butterfly valves at both ends to prevent contact with the dry seed. The
second powder pump is used at the end of the process to transfer the API in powder form from the
tray at the bottom of the filter dryer into 55-gallon drums. From the beginning of the process to
the end, operators will not be in contact with any starting material, chemicals, or API, since
centrifugal pumps and powder pumps will transfer all material to the corresponding vessel. Thus,
the API is manufactured in a closed and controlled environment. Further testing of the process
once the facility is built should be performed in order to ensure that the equipment is indeed safe
for operators to handle.
Operators should wear personal protective equipment (PPE) when in the workspace. The
PPE required are head covers, safety glasses, face masks, gloves, arm covers, lab coats or gowns,
and shoe covers. The PPE should be sterile and single use. They are designed to limit operator
exposure to the API and minimize or eliminate contact with any chemical in the facility.
The facility should be designed with GMP guidelines in place. The guidelines are titled
“Guidance for Industry, Q7A Good Manufacturing Practice Guidance for Active Pharmaceutical
Ingredients” and are found on www.fda.gov. This article includes, but is not limited to, guidelines
for quality control and management, process equipment, and facility design. The objective of the
GMP guidelines is to provide a safe environment for operators to handle potent and hazardous
chemicals by limiting exposure to these chemicals, and also to prevent contamination of the
product and reactants. When constructing this facility, these guidelines should be consulted
frequently to ensure that all practices are being followed.
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20.3 Waste Disposal and Environmental Considerations
The batch process generates distillate waste consisting of ethanol and THF in solution, and
mother liquor consisting of ethanol, THF, starting material, and product. The addition of a flash
separation system or a distillation column to separate the waste materials is costly and difficult to
ensure complete purity of these materials after separation. In addition, the starting material and
API are toxic and health hazards to humans exposed to large quantities so even if ethanol and THF
are separated from the starting material and API, they carry a high risk of potential contamination
from the starting material and API. Disposal of these chemicals in a landfill also carries a risk of
contamination of the environment and the groundwater. Thus, instead of installing a distillation
column or disposing at a landfill, it is financially and ethically beneficial to incinerate the waste
materials at an external disposal company. The storage tanks carrying the mother liquor and the
distillate waste will be brought to the incinerator once a week to be disposed. However,
incineration does release harmful carbon dioxide and nitrous oxide into the air, though with proper
equipment and constant monitoring, these emissions can be reduced.
20.4 Operation of Reaction Vessel and Filter Dryer
As Figure 12.3.2 shows, there is overlap between when the reaction vessel is running and
when the filter dryer is running. Cleaning is incorporated into the process in between use of each
vessel; Johnson & Johnson recommended 12 hours for cleaning each vessel. In order to maximize
the amount of product generated, the process should be run at all hours of the day. The reaction
vessel is in use for approximately 46.7 hours. Immediately following completion of crystallization,
the reaction vessel should begin its 12-hour cleaning, which is when the filter dryer can begin the
filtration step. The filter dryer will still be operating when the reaction vessel is finished cleaning,
and thus a second batch can begin in the reaction vessel while the first batch is drying in the filter
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dryer. The first batch will finish drying while the second batch is completing its distillation solvent
swap. Thus, there will be approximately 22 hours when the filter dryer is not in use. Alternating
the use of the reaction vessel and the filter dryer will enable the production of two batches of API
in approximately 117 hours, if the facility is run 24 hours a day.
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Section 21: Profitability Analysis
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21.1 Guidelines for Profitability Analysis
As described in section 19, this process will run for 330 days with an operating factor of
0.9041. Beginning in 2020, the plant will take 1 year for design, 1 year for construction, and 10
years for production. Additionally, 100% of the TPI will occur during the first year of construction.
As described in section 18, the total capital investment for this process is $31,940,569. Due to the
plant location in India, the tax rate and depreciation schedule were adjusted appropriately. The tax
rate is increased to 30% and the depreciation follows a 20-year schedule of 15% per year of the
undepreciated capital. The labor cost savings by placing the plant in India outweigh the increase
in tax and depreciation. The adjusted depreciation schedule is shown in Table 21.2.1.
Table 21.1.1 Adjusted 20 Year Depreciation Schedule for India
Year
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Depreciation
15.00%
12.75%
10.84%
9.24%
7.85%
6.67%
5.67%
4.82%
4.10%
3.48%
2.96%
2.52%
2.14%
1.82%
1.55%
1.31%
1.12%
0.95%
0.81%
0.69%
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As mentioned in Section 19, this economic analysis is only conducted for the 10 years
patent holding period where J&J can use the competitive selling price of 30$/gram of Halfaxia.
Additionally, using guidelines form Product and Process Design Principles an inflation rate of
2% is used throughout the analysis. Table 21.1.2 summarizes the profitability measures achieved
by this economic analysis with a production rate of 2,398 grams of Halfaxia per day. The Halfaxia
API synthesis process proves to be very profitable in the pharmaceutical industry with an ROI of
400.53% and IRR of 331.79%.
Table 21.1.2 Profitability Measures for Halfaxia Synthesis
Internal Rate of Return (IRR)
Net Present Value (NPV)
ROI Analysis (Third Production Year)

331.79%.
$488,895,200
400.53%

Annual Sales

533,450,886

Annual Costs

(350,113,744)

Depreciation

(578,610)

Income Tax

(54,827,560)

Net Earnings

127,930,972

Total Capital Investment

31,940,569

ROI

400.53%

21.2 Cash Flow Model
The cash flow model assumes the process achieves 50% of production capacity in the first
year of production. Additionally, it will take 2 years to reach the full design capacity of 90%. The
results of the summarized cash flow model are displayed in Table 21.2.1. The full cash flow model
is in Section 25.6 of the Appendix. The cumulative net present value at 15%, or discounted cash
flow shows that the process begins to break even after the first year of production, which is
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highlighted on the table. Overall, the net present value (NPV) totals to $488,895,200, which is a
strong indicator of profitability.
Table 21.2.1 Summary of Cash Flow For Halfaxia Synthesis
Year

Cash Flow ($)

Cumulative Net Present
Value at 15% ($)

2020

-

-

2021

(19,586,600)

(17,031,800)

2022

55,134,400

24,657,700

2023

88,120,000

82,598,000

2024

128,587,600

156,118,400

2025

131,117,100

221,306,800

2026

133,702,900

279,110,200

2027

136,346,000

330,367,700

2028

139,046,600

375,822,300

2029

141,805,200

416,132,200

2030

144,622,300

451,880,600

2031

172,206,400

488,895,200

21.3 General Considerations
The Halfaxia API synthesis process proves to be very profitable in the pharmaceutical
industry with an ROI of 400.53% and IRR of 331.79%. It is important to note that although the
internal rate of return is significantly higher than the set goal of 20% in the project statement, this
process does not include the costs of research and development, clinical trials, FDA approval, and
drug delivery processing. These costs remain confidential and were not provided for the economic
analysis. Additionally, the exact market for this product remains confidential which allows for the
assumption that all product produced will be sold. In reality, the quantity of product sold may be
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less than what is produced in this process. Regardless, the large profitability of this product
suggests the product will be successful in the market even with additional costs.
21.4 Sensitivity Analysis – Production Rate of Halfaxia
The production rate of Halfaxia has the most significant impact on the profitability of this
process. Therefore, any efforts to reduce the downtime in between batches would increase the
amount of product produced and boost profitability. Currently, the process takes a total of 76.8
hours to complete following the cost breakdown in Table 12.3.1 with a production rate of 2,398
grams of Halfaxia per day. The processes that take up the majority of time include distillation,
crystallization, and drying. Most notably, the economics have been conducted assuming that 24
hours of drying time are required, with 12 of those hours used for cleaning the vessel. Therefore,
12 additional hours remain where the vessel is not actively producing product and the operators
are waiting for the drying time to complete. Figure 21.4.1 provides an analysis to how the net
present value changes when those 12 hours of downtime are eliminated.

NPV (millions of dollars)

640
620
600
580
560
540
520
2,400

2,500
2,600
2,700
2,800
Halfaxia Production Rate (g/hr)

2,900

Figure 21.4.1 Plot of NPV vs. Halfaxia Production Rate. Eliminating all
12 hours of downtime causes the NPV to increase by 18.9%.
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The x-axis represents the production rate of Halfaxia with each point corresponding to 1
less hour of down time. The production rate of 2842 g/hr corresponds to a process that would take
64.8 hours, which completely eliminates the 12 extra hours. At this production rate, the NPV is
$581,840,400, an approximate 20% increase from the original NPV of $488,895,200. Therefore,
this analysis suggests that optimizing the batch time can potentially increase the profitability of
this process. Future efforts should focus on finding more efficient drying practices, scheduling
optimized batch function, and reducing heating and cooling times in the vessel. However, this
current economic analysis achieves the target goal of 100 kg batches with at least a 20% IRR.
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Section 22: Conclusions and Recommendations
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Through rigorous profitability analysis, this batch process design is determined to have an
NPV of $489 million, an ROI of 400.53% and IRR of 331.79% by 2031. Since this process is
profitable, and it satisfies the production demand of at least 100 kg of API per batch, we
recommend that Johnson & Johnson pursue our process design according to the optimization and
procedures we have discussed in the report.
Before this process design can be fully implemented, we recommend that laboratory-scale
tests be performed on all steps in the process in order to validate the optimal conditions we have
designed. In particular, lab-scale trials of the second-order reaction, solvent swap distillation, dry
seed crystallization, and filtration and drying should be conducted and the data verified. Due to
the confidential nature of this process, various assumptions were made in the calculations, such as
the heat of reaction and the density of the API, that should be verified by J&J engineers. These
assumptions could affect the models and the results we have devised. In addition, the true market
scope and its target customers, the details of which were confidential, should be considered as high
priority before making a final decision on the location of the facility. Lastly, the profitability
analysis does not take into consideration research and development costs, clinical trials, and FDA
approval associated with putting a pharmaceutical product on the market. These values would
considerably affect the NPV, ROI, and IRR if included. Further optimization in order to make the
process more profitable involves increasing the production rate by decreasing operating time. This
could potentially consist of installing a second reaction vessel and filter dryer or optimizing the
conditions of the filter dryer to decrease the time needed for drying.
From our analysis of the profitability and feasibility of this batch process, we believe that
this process has the potential to produce Halfaxia on a scale necessary to satisfy patient demand.
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25.1 Project Statement
Batch Production of a Potent Small Molecule Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient
(Recommended by Alex Marchut, Janssen Biopharmaceuticals Division of J&J)
Background
This project has been formulated to provide a pharmaceutical design project experience,
using actual kinetic data for the chemical reactions and other data to produce a competitive
pharmaceutical product - without identifying the Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient (API),
hypothetically named Halfaxia. This problem statement identifies the principal design steps.
Data will be provided for design of the process.
Most small molecule APIs are chemically synthesized in large batches, on the order of 100
kg. The Critical Quality Attributes, CQAs, are typically the chemical purity of the API and its
physical properties such as solid form and particle size. A process to make the API could be
as simple as a homogeneous liquid reaction followed by direct crystallization or as complex
as a heterogeneous reaction sensitive to oxygen or water followed by an extraction,
distillation, and finally crystallization. In both cases, filtration and drying are also used and,
depending on the crystallization process and particle size requirements, sometimes a final
milling step is added.
New small molecule API manufacturing facilities must be constructed so that they are
flexible enough to handle both the simple and complex processes as well as anything in
between. In addition, many APIs present hazards to human health in the case of occupational
exposure to large quantities, so API facilities must be designed so that the equipment
operators are protected from exposure to the API and manual handling of the API is kept to a
minimum. Lastly, modern facilities are typically built with a good deal of automation so that
paper batch records are not required, and data is automatically gathered electronically.
Project Statement
You will be working on a project where you must design a process to synthesize Halfaxia, a
new potent anti-cancer API and design the production facility in which it will be
manufactured. In particular, the solvent that the reaction takes place in is known (it is THF)
and cannot be changed, and the solvent that the crystallization takes place in is also known (it
is denatured ethanol) and cannot be changed. Other than that, you are free to design all the
processing steps and conditions (for example you should optimize the reaction temperature to
fully react as much starting material to product as possible, based on the kinetics that you will
be given).
Once you have designed the process, you will need to design the manufacturing facility,
keeping in mind all the constraints mentioned in the background. One important thing to
consider is this API is not a controlled substance and the company does not foresee needing
to produce controlled substances in the future, so you will not need to consider these issues in
your design of the facility.
Lastly, the solvents that you will be working with in the process are flammable, hazardous,
potentially corrosive to some materials, and have the potential to be volatile organic
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pollutants to the atmosphere. You will need to design a facility that is safe enough to handle
these and minimize their release into the atmosphere.
As you design the facility, you should do your best to keep capital costs of the equipment and
operating costs of the facility to a minimum. The costs of the raw materials and product are
confidential, but it will be important for you to calculate and minimize the costs of both the
capital investment and the daily operation of the facility.
You can build the plant anywhere in the world, but you should consider things like cost of
labor and availability of dependable supplies of utilities such as electricity and water when
you choose the location.
For purposes of your design, you will be given an approximate raw material starting cost and
an approximate selling price of the API in its dried but unformulated state. From these prices
and your capital and operating cost estimates for this part of the manufacturing process, you
should seek to optimize the NPV of the process, assuming your company needs to earn at
least a 20% IRR on the investment. Although estimated to be in the billions of dollars, you do
not need to include the initial cost of clinical trials and FDA registration in your economics,
as it is included in the economics for the final formulated product, which are confidential.
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25.2 Design Calculations
25.2.1 Production of API in THF
For a 1st order batch reaction:

Given Kinetic Information

𝐴 →𝑃
𝑑𝑥𝐴
𝐶𝐴𝑜
= 𝑘𝐶𝐴
𝑑𝑡
− ln(1 − 𝑥𝐴 ) = 𝑘𝑡
𝑥𝐴 = 1 − 𝑒 −𝑘𝑡
𝑥𝐴 : conversion of A
𝑡: time
𝐿∙𝑚𝑜𝑙
𝑘 [ 𝑠 ]: rate constant at 50 C

8.95
𝐿
𝑘 [
] = 2.91 ∙ 10−4 𝑒 𝑅𝑇
𝑚𝑜𝑙 ∙ 𝑠
𝐿
𝐴𝑡 𝑇 = 50 ℃, 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑘 = 2.90 × 10−4 𝑚𝑜𝑙∙𝑠

𝑖𝑓 𝑥𝐴 = 0.998 = 1 − 𝑒 −(2.90×10

−4 )𝑡

𝒕 = 𝟔 𝒉𝒐𝒖𝒓𝒔 𝒕𝒐 𝒂𝒄𝒉𝒊𝒆𝒗𝒆 𝟗𝟗. 𝟖% 𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏
Finding Final Concentration of Starting Material
1
1
−
= 𝑘𝑡
𝐶𝐴 𝐶𝐴𝑂

1
1
−
= (2.90 × 10−4)(6 × 3600)
𝐶𝐴 87.1
𝒎𝒈
𝑪𝑨 = 𝟎. 𝟏𝟕
𝒎𝑳
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25.2.2 Crystallization
Solubility Curve information of API in Ethanol
𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 (

𝑚𝑔
) = 4.43𝑒 0.0365𝑇
𝑚𝐿
𝑇=℃

𝑚𝑔
𝑚𝑙
𝑚𝑔
0.0365(80)
𝑆𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑃𝐼 𝑎𝑡 80 ℃ = 4.43𝑒
= 82.13
𝑚𝐿
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑃𝐼 𝑎𝑡 80 ℃ = 80.38

In order to achieve supersaturation, must at least hit the saturated solubility of API
𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑆𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛: 80.38 = 4.43𝑒 0.0365(𝑇)
𝑻 = 𝟕𝟗. 𝟒 ℃
Determining Mass of Dry Seed to Add
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝐷𝑟𝑦 𝑆𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑑 = 0.01 ∗ 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 = 0.01 ∗ (100𝑘𝑔)
= 1 kg dry seed
Determining Operating Time of Crystallization
Hold at initial temperature for three hours, cool from initial temp to final temp at a rate of 5
℃/hr
80 ℃ − 5 ℃
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 3 ℎ𝑟 +
= 𝟏𝟖 𝒉𝒐𝒖𝒓𝒔
5 ℃/ℎ𝑟
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25.2.3 Pump Design
Example Calculation for THF Pump: P-100
𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑 =

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 Δ𝑃
=
=
𝐹𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑 𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦
𝜌

144𝑖𝑛 2
𝑓𝑡 2
= 115 𝑓𝑡 = 𝟑𝟓. 𝟎𝟓 𝒎
𝑙𝑏
55.43 3
𝑓𝑡

44.1 𝑝𝑠𝑖 ∗

𝑃𝑢𝑚𝑝 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 = 𝜂𝑝 = −0.316 + 0.24015 ln(𝑄) − 0.0119(ln (𝑄))2
𝐹𝑜𝑟 𝑄 = 317𝑔𝑎𝑙/ min = 𝟐𝟎 𝑳/𝒔
𝜼𝒑 = 𝟎. 𝟔𝟕
𝑃𝐵 =

𝑄𝐻𝜌
(317 × 115 × 7.41 𝑙𝑏/𝑔𝑎𝑙)
=
= 12.23 ℎ𝑝
33,000𝜂𝑝
(33,000 × 0.67)

𝑛𝑀 = 0.80 + 0.0319 ln(𝑃𝐵 ) − 0.00182(ln (𝑃𝐵 ))2
𝑛𝑀 = 0.87
𝑃𝐶 =

𝑃𝐵
= 𝟏𝟒. 𝟎𝟓 𝒉𝒑
𝑛𝑀

Total Electricity Required Per Batch
𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝑃𝐶 × 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝐻𝐹: 2042.4 𝑘𝑔 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ

𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 14.05 ℎ𝑝 ×

0.7456 𝑘𝑊
2042.29 𝑘𝑔
1 ℎ𝑟
× (
)×
= 𝟎. 𝟑𝟎𝟎 𝒌𝑾𝒉
𝑘𝑔
1 ℎ𝑝
3600 𝑠𝑒𝑐
20 𝑠
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25.2.4 Jacket Heat Duty and Flow Rate
For all operational steps involving a change in temperature of the vessel (R-100) excluding
the solvent swap step, an energy balance was used to calculate the temperature of the vessel
contents as a function of time. Assuming that the jacket fluid temperature is constant, the
following differential energy balance can be applied between the jacket fluid and vessel
contents:
𝑄 = 𝑈𝐴(𝑇𝑗 − 𝑇𝑣 ) = 𝑚𝑣 𝐶𝑝,𝑣

𝑑𝑇𝑣
𝑑𝑡

U is the overall heat transfer coefficient, A is the heat transfer area, Tj is the is the temperature
of the vessel, mv is the mass of the vessel contents, Cp, avg is the average heat capacity of the
vessel contents, and Tv is the temperature of the vessel contents. The overall heat transfer
coefficient is dependent on the flow characteristics and thermodynamic properties of the
vessel contents and jacket fluid, as well as the properties of the stainless steel wall and glass
lining. In the initial calculations, an estimated U value is used, and this value is later adjusted
based on the jacket flow rate and temperature that is to be calculated. The heat transfer area A
is a function of the volume present in the reactor. The maximum heat transfer area is 11.7 m2,
and it was estimated based on the height of the jacket that the maximum heat transfer area is
reached when the volume of the vessel reaches 3700 L. Based on these values, following
equation for heat transfer area as a function of volume of vessel contents was derived:
𝐴 = 1.3 × (

𝑉 2/3
)
1.15

V is the volume of the vessel contents. Cp, v is dependent on the composition and temperature
range of the vessel contents and was evaluated for each operational step based on property
data.
With these values, the differential energy balance was solved to find the temperature
of the vessel contents as a function of time. Because the time frame for each step had been
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determined previously, the temperature of the jacket was adjusted such that the temperature
change can occur within the desired time frame.
Based on the temperature time profile, the heat duty for each time increment was
calculated using the following equation:
𝑄=

𝑚𝑣 𝐶𝑝,𝑣 ∆𝑇
∆𝑡

Q is the heat duty, ∆𝑡 is the time increment, and the ∆𝑇 is the change in temperature that
occurs during that time increment.
The heat duty was then used to calculate the required flow rate of jacket fluid that
supplies the heat duty. The following equation was solved for the flow rate of jacket fluid:
𝑄 = 𝑚̇ 𝑗 𝐶𝑝,𝑗 (𝑇𝑗,𝑜 − 𝑇𝑗,𝑖 )
The 𝑚̇ 𝑗 is the mass flow rate of the jacket fluid, 𝐶𝑝,𝑗 is the average heat capacity of the jacket
fluid, and 𝑇𝑗,𝑜 and 𝑇𝑗,𝑖 are the temperatures of the jacket fluid out of and in to the jacket,
respectively. Although it was initially assumed that the jacket fluid temperature is constant, a
temperature change must be assumed to calculate the flow rate of jacket fluid. As such, a
moderate temperature change of 5 °C was assumed.
Based on the flow rate of the jacket fluid calculated above, the actual U value now be
calculated. First empirical correlations developed by Lehrer (1970) for conventional
unbaffled jackets with liquid service with high flow was used to calculate the heat transfer
coefficient of the jacket side.1 The following equations were used:
𝑁𝑢𝑗 =

0.03𝑅𝑒𝑗 3/4 𝑃𝑟𝑗
1

1 + 1.74𝑅𝑒𝑗 −8 (𝑃𝑟𝑗 − 1)

𝑅𝑒𝑗 =

𝑑𝑒 𝜌(√𝑣𝑣 𝑣𝐴 + 𝑣𝐵 )
𝜇

1

Lehrer, I. H. (1970). Jacket-Side Nusselt Number. Industrial & Engineering Chemistry
Process Design and Development, 9(4), 553–558. doi: 10.1021/i260036a010
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𝑑𝑒 = 0.816(𝐷𝑗 − 𝐷𝑣 )
𝑣𝑖 =

4𝑉̇
𝜋𝑑𝑖 2

, 𝑣𝐵 = 0.5√2𝑧𝛽|𝑇𝑗,𝑜 − 𝑇𝑗,𝑖 |

𝑅𝑒𝑗 , 𝑃𝑟𝑗 , and 𝑁𝑢𝑗 are the Reynolds, Prandtl, and Nusselt numbers associated with the jacket
flow, respectively. 𝜌 and 𝜇 correspond to the density and viscosity of the jacket fluid. 𝑑𝑒 is
the characteristic length associated with the jacket. vi is the velocity at the inlet nozzle and
vB is the velocity component due to buoyancy. Dj is the jacket diameter, and Dv is the vessel
diameter. 𝑉̇ is the volumetric flow rate of the jacket fluid, di is the diameter of the inlet, z is
the wetted height of the jacket, β is the fluid thermal expansion coefficient. vA is the rise
velocity in the jacket annulus and depends on the inlet orientation, which was assumed to be
radially oriented:
𝑣𝐴 =

4𝑉̇
𝜋(𝐷𝑗 2 − 𝐷𝑣 2 )

According to the specifications for the vessel in Section 16, Dj is 1.9m, Dv is 1.8m,
and di is 52.5 mm. 𝑉̇ was calculated based on the mass flow rate of the jacket fluid and the
density of 30% w/w ethylene glycol at the desired temperatures. z was assumed to be
approximately 1.5 m based on the dimensions of the jacket. β was calculated using the
following equation:
𝛽≅

1 ∆𝑉
( )
𝑉 ∆𝑇

Using these equations, 𝑁𝑢𝑗 was acquired. 𝑁𝑢𝑗 was then used to calculate the heat transfer
coefficient hj for the jacket fluid using the following equation:
ℎ𝑗 =

𝑁𝑢𝑗 ∗ 𝑘𝑗
𝑑𝑒

kj is the thermal conductivity of the jacket fluid.
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For the vessel-side heat transfer coefficient, the following correlations developed by
Vitor da Silva Rosa and Deovaldo de Moraes Júnior were used.2
∗ 𝑑𝑖𝑚𝑝 2 ∗ 𝜌
𝑅𝑒𝑣 = 𝑁
𝜇
𝑁𝑢𝑣 = 0.36𝑅𝑒𝑣 2/3 𝑃𝑟𝑣 1/3
𝑅𝑒𝑣 , 𝑃𝑟𝑣 , and 𝑁𝑢𝑣 are the Reynolds, Prandtl, and Nusselt numbers associated with the vessel
side, respectively. 𝜌 and 𝜇 correspond to the density and viscosity of the vessel contents. The
N is the rotational speed of the agitator, which corresponds to 50 rpm. 𝑑𝑖𝑚𝑝 is the length of
the agitator, or tip-to-center length, which is 1.1m. Using the length of the agitator, the
rotational speed was calculated to be 2.9 m/s at the tip of the agitator. Using these equations,
𝑁𝑢𝑣 was acquired. 𝑁𝑢𝑣 was then used to calculate the heat transfer coefficient hj for the
jacket fluid using the following equation:
ℎ𝑣 =

𝑁𝑢𝑣 ∗ 𝑘𝑣
𝑑𝑖𝑚𝑝

kv is the thermal conductivity of the jacket fluid.
Finally the overall heat transfer coefficient U can be calculated by the following
equations:
𝑈=

1
1
1
+ (𝑅𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 + 𝑅𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 ) +
ℎ𝑗
ℎ𝑣

𝑅𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 =

𝐿𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝐿𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙
, 𝑅𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 =
𝑘𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝐴
𝑘𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐴

𝑅𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 and 𝑅𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 are the thermal resistance of the stainless-steel wall and glass lining.
According to the specifications of the vessel in Section 16, 𝐿𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 and 𝑘𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 are 20 mm and 40
W/m-K, respectively, and 𝐿𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 and 𝑘𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 are 1mm and 1.5 W/m-K, respectively.

2

Rosa, V. D. S., & Júnior, D. D. M. (2017). Design of Heat Transfer Surfaces in Agitated
Vessels. Heat Exchangers - Design, Experiment and Simulation. doi: 10.5772/66729
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After U is calculated from the correlations, it is compared to the initial estimated U
used to calculated the heat duty. If they do not match, the estimated U is adjusted, which
subsequently changes the required jacket fluid flow rate. Because the flow rate changed, the
U calculated from the correlations also changes. By trial and error, the estimated U value is
adjusted until it agrees with the U calculated from the correlations, which then allow the
correct heat duty and jacket flow rates to be acquired. The average heat duty and jacket flow
rate for for each operational step was calculated in this manner, and the results are tabulated
in Table 14.1.1 to 14.1.3.
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25.2.5. Jacket Heat Duty and Flow Rate for Distillation
One exception to the calculations described in Section 25.2.3 is for the distillation
phase, where the solvent is swapped from THF to ethanol over approximately 19 hours.
Unlike other operational steps where the energy balance could be done by hand, this step
required modeling on ASPEN using the BATCHSEP block due to the distillation and
addition of ethanol changing the composition and volume of the vessel contents throughout
the process. Instead of solving an unsteady state energy balance as in Section 25.2.3 to
acquire the temperature as a function of time, the time profile data from ASPEN was used
directly to find both the temperature of the vessel contents and the heat duty as a function of
time.
Two inputs needed to be optimized: the overall heat transfer coefficient and the rate of
ethanol addition. For the ASPEN simulation, a estimated overall heat transfer coefficient was
used, and based on the heat duty as a function of time, the same procedure as outlined in
Section 25.2.3 was employed such that the estimated overall heat transfer coefficient and that
calculated from the correlations agree with one another. The resulting overall heat transfer
coefficient was 330 W/m2-K. The rate of ethanol addition was then adjusted such that the
vessel contents do not exceed the maximum capacity of the vessel during the distillation.
Through an iterative process, it was determined that the fastest rate of ethanol addition after
the initial batch of 1171 kg over 0.5 hours was 410 kg/hr over 14 hours. Increasing the flow
rate would decrease the total time for distillation, but the overall heat transfer coefficient is
not high enough to provide the required heat duty, and the volume of the vessel contents
exceed the maximum capacity of the vessel. The ASPEN inputs and results are available in
Section 25.4.
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25.2.6 Heat Exchanger Sizing and Utility Requirements
The steam and water heat exchangers were used to replenish or take away heat from
the jacket fluid as necessary for each operational step. As such they were designed to
accommodate the largest heat duty requirements of each process. The following energy
balance equations were used:
𝑄 = 𝑚̇ 𝑗 𝐶𝑝,𝑗 (𝑇𝑗,𝑜 − 𝑇𝑗,𝑖 ) = 𝑈𝑒𝑥 𝐴𝑒𝑥 ∆𝑇𝑙𝑚
∆𝑇𝑙𝑚 =

(𝑇𝑗,𝑜 − 𝑇𝑢,𝑖 ) − (𝑇𝑗,𝑖 − 𝑇𝑢,𝑜 )
𝑇 − 𝑇𝑢,𝑖
ln ( 𝑗,𝑜
)
𝑇𝑗,𝑖 − 𝑇𝑢,𝑜

Q is the heat duty between the jacket fluid and heat exchanger, 𝑚̇ 𝑗 is the mass flow rate of the
jacket fluid, and 𝐶𝑝,𝑗 is the average heat capacity of the jacket fluid. 𝑇𝑗,𝑜 and 𝑇𝑗,𝑖 are the
temperatures of the jacket fluid out of and into the heat exchanger, respectively. The flow rate
and the temperature of the jacket was determined as shown in Section 25.2.4 and 25.2.5. 𝑇𝑢,𝑜
and 𝑇𝑢,𝑖 are the temperatures of the utility out of and into the heat exchanger, respectively.
𝑈𝑒𝑥 is the overall heat transfer coefficient of the heat exchanger. 𝐴𝑒𝑥 is the heat transfer area
for the heat exchanger. ∆𝑇𝑙𝑚 is the log mean temperature difference for the heat exchanger.
First, the heat duty was calculated for each operational step. Then the ∆𝑇𝑙𝑚 was
calculated for each operational step assuming that the utility used was low pressure steam at
50psig, or 148 °C. In this case, it is assumed that the steam fully condenses and leaves the
heat exchanger as a liquid at the same temperature. Thus, 𝑇𝑢,𝑜 and 𝑇𝑢,𝑖 are the same. The
overall heat transfer coefficient was assumed to be 750W/m2-K, a typical value for a shelland-tube heat exchanger with organic solvent on the tube side and steam on the shell side.3
The aforementioned equation was then solved for 𝐴𝑒𝑥 :

3

Page, E. (n.d.). TYPICAL OVERALL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS (U VALUES). Retrieved from
https://www.engineeringpage.com/technology/thermal/transfer.html
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𝐴𝑒𝑥 =

𝑚̇ 𝑗 𝐶𝑝,𝑗 (𝑇𝑗,𝑜 − 𝑇𝑗,𝑖 )
𝑈𝑒𝑥 ∆𝑇𝑙𝑚

The calculated 𝐴𝑒𝑥 was different for each operational step. The maximum value, 6 m2,
was then selected as the heat transfer area of the steam heat exchanger.
This also meant that the temperature of the utilities must be changed for the other
operational steps where the required 𝐴𝑒𝑥 was smaller than the maximum value. If the same
steam at 148 °C was used, then the heat duty would be excessively large and cause a greater
than desired temperature for the jacket fluid. A new ∆𝑇𝑙𝑚 was calculated for each step, and
the new temperature of the steam required was found. The latent heat of vaporization was
acquired from steam tables for each temperature of steam that was calculated, and the
following equation was used to calculate the flow rate of steam required.
𝑄 = 𝑚̇ 𝑠 ∆ℎ𝑣𝑎𝑝
𝑚̇ 𝑠 is the flow rate of the steam, and ∆ℎ𝑣𝑎𝑝 is the latent heat of vaporization. The differing
temperatures and flow rates of the steam required for each operational step are tabulated in
Table 14.1.1.
If the required temperature of the utility turned out to be less than 100 °C, this indicated
that the heat duty required for that operational step was too small to be supplied by steam. In
this case, the heating was performed using the water heat exchanger, along with the cooling
steps required for crystallization. The sizing of the water heat exchanger was performed in
the same manner. In this case, temperature of the water was initially assumed to be 90 °C,
such that 𝑇𝑢,𝑜 and 𝑇𝑢,𝑖 were 85 °C and 90 °C for the heating steps. For the cooling steps,
temperature of the water was initially assumed to be 5 °C, such that 𝑇𝑢,𝑜 and 𝑇𝑢,𝑖 were 10 °C
and 5 °C. 𝐴𝑒𝑥 was again calculated for each operational step, and the maximum area was
calculated to be approximately 9.3m2. This was rounded to 10 m2, which was chosen as the
heat transfer area of the water heat exchanger. For all steps, the new ∆𝑇𝑙𝑚 was calculated for
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each step, and the new temperature of the water required was found. The flow rate of the
water required was calculated using the following equation:
𝑄 = 𝑚𝑤
̇ 𝐶𝑝,𝑤 (𝑇𝑤,𝑜 − 𝑇𝑤,𝑖 )
𝑚𝑤
̇ is the flow rate of the water, and 𝐶𝑝,𝑤 is the heat capacity of the water. 𝑇𝑤,𝑜 − 𝑇𝑤,𝑖 was
assumed to be 5 °C for heating steps and -5 °C for cooling steps. The differing temperatures
and flow rates of the water required for each operational step are tabulated in Table 14.1.1. to
14.1.3.
The above steps were repeated for the condenser, which was also modeled on ASPEN
using the BATCHSEP block. In this case, the heat duty as a function of time during the
distillation was found via the simulation, and the above process was used to determine the
maximum 𝐴𝑒𝑥 required for the largest heat duty to the condenser during the distillation,
assuming cooling water at 20 °C was used as the cold fluid.
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25.2.7 Horizontal Pressure Vessel Design
Table 25.2.7.1: Ethanol and THF Horizontal Pressure Vessel Design
Compound
Amount
Amount
Amount
Tanker truck
Pressure
required per
required per required per 3 size required
Vessel
batch (kg)
batch (gal)
batches (gal)
(gal)
Volume
(gal)
Ethanol
7058
2363
7089
7500
12000
THF
2042
607
1821
2500
4000

Table 25.2.7.2: Distillate and Mother Liquor Horizontal Pressure Vessel Design
Compound
Amount
Amount
Amount
Tanker
Pressure
generated per generated per generated per
truck size
Vessel
batch (kg)
batch (gal)
3 batches (gal)
required
Volume
(gal)
(gal)
Distillate
7126
2310
6930
7500
12000
Mother
1846
631
1893
2500
4000
Liquor
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25.3 Safety Data Sheets
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25.4 Detailed Specification Sheets
Emails of requests for quotes:
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Reactor Vessel Specification Sheets:
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198
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Filtration

Discharging

The flat base of the vessel is fitted with a filtration media, The discharge is performed through the side of the that can
interchangeably be metallic or a textile cloth. machine, through a specially designed discharge valve or The base is removable
for ease of filter media change and glovebox. The agitator pushes the product out through the other maintenance operations.
side opening.

•

De Dietrich
•
•

Drying

De Dietrich
•
•
•

De Dietrich
De Dietrich
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

Mixing and smoothing
The agitator design allows several successive operations : The command of the various functions is performed through a PLC
and operator interface panel. Various options are
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• Smoothing of the cake at the end of filtration to avoid the available depending on the interface required. apparition of
cracks or preferential paths
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25.5 Aspen and Other Electronic Simulations
Reactor Plots of Conversion and Temperature as a Function of Time
𝐸
𝑑𝑥
= 𝐴𝑒−𝑅𝑇 (1 − 𝑥)
𝑑𝑡

𝑟 · 𝐶𝑝 · 𝑉𝑅

𝐸
𝑑𝑇
= {−𝛥𝐻𝑅 · 𝐴𝑒−𝑅𝑇 𝑐𝐴𝑜 (1 − 𝑥) · 𝑉𝑅 + 𝑞̇ }
𝑑𝑡

clear all
tspan=0:30:18000;
init=[0;323]; %initial conditions of 50C at time zero
[t,y]=ode45(@fxn,tspan,init);
figure()
plot(t,y(:,2))
title('Temperature vs. Time')
xlabel('time(seconds)')
ylabel('Temperature (K)')
figure()
plot(t,y(:,1))
title('Conversion vs. Time')
xlabel('time(seconds)')
ylabel('Conversion')
function [dydt]=fxn(t,y)
A= 0.000291; %L mol/s
Hr = -27100; %J/mol
E= 8.95; %J/mol
Cp= 1.81; %J/g K
d= 889; %density g/L
cA0=0.1748; %mol/L
Vr=1300; %L
q=0;%for now
R=8.314; % J/mol-K
%k2=8.15e-3 ;
x=y(1);
T=y(2);
dydt=zeros(2,1);
dydt(1)=A*exp(-E/R/T)*(1-x);
dydt(2)=(-Hr*A*exp(-E/R/T)*(cA0)*(1-x)*Vr+q)/(d*Cp*Vr);
end
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ASPEN Input and Results
The BATCHSEP block on ASPEN was used to model the solvent swap step. The model includes
information about the vessel used in this process, AE-4000, and takes into account its exact
dimensions. Based on iterative calculations as described in Section 25.2, the overall heat transfer
coefficient was set to 330W/m2-K, and the temperature of the jacket fluid was set to 102C. The
block was initialized as being in total reflux initially, but the reflux ratio was immediately
switched to 0 as the distillation began. The results from the simulation included the heat duty to
both the vessel and the condenser, which were used to calculate the flow rate of the jacket fluid,
as well as the flow rate and temperature of the steam and cooling water in the steam heat
exchanger and the condenser, respectively. Although the steam reports are included, they are not
indicative of the actual process because it is a batch process, not continuous.
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ASPEN Input
;
;Input Summary created by Aspen Plus Rel. 37.0 at 22:01:20 Tue Apr 14, 2020
;Directory \\nestor\jinwanc\AspenTech\Aspen Plus V11.0

Filename

C:\Users\jinwanc\AppData\Local\Temp\~ap8f8f.txt
;

DYNAMICS
DYNAMICS RESULTS=ON

IN-UNITS MET PRESSURE=bar TEMPERATURE=C DELTA-T=C PDROP=bar

&

INVERSE-PRES='1/bar' SHORT-LENGTH=mm

DEF-STREAMS CONVEN ALL

SIM-OPTIONS MASS-BAL-CHE=YES UTL-REQD=NO

DATABANKS 'APV110 PURE37' / 'APV110 AQUEOUS' / 'APV110 SOLIDS' &
/ 'APV110 INORGANIC' / 'APESV110 AP-EOS' /

&

'NISTV110 NIST-TRC' / NOASPENPCD

PROP-SOURCES 'APV110 PURE37' / 'APV110 AQUEOUS' /

&

'APV110 SOLIDS' / 'APV110 INORGANIC' / 'APESV110 AP-EOS' &
/ 'NISTV110 NIST-TRC'

COMPONENTS
THF C4H8O-4 /
ETHANOL C2H6O-2 /
NITROGEN N2 /
WATER H2O /
ETHYLEGL C2H6O2
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SOLVE
RUN-MODE MODE=SIM

FLOWSHEET
BLOCK B1 IN=ETOH FEED OUT=DISTILLA BOTTOMS

PROPERTIES UNIQUAC
PROPERTIES PENG-ROB

PROP-DATA UNIQ-1
IN-UNITS MET PRESSURE=bar TEMPERATURE=C DELTA-T=C PDROP=bar

&

INVERSE-PRES='1/bar' SHORT-LENGTH=mm
PROP-LIST UNIQ
BPVAL THF ETHANOL -1.788900000 381.9893000 0.0 0.0

&

28.40000000 78.40000000 0.0
BPVAL ETHANOL THF 1.600600000 -442.9157000 0.0 0.0

&

28.40000000 78.40000000 0.0
BPVAL THF WATER .3109718000 -611.0578000 0.0 0.0

&

63.41000000 100.0000000 0.0
BPVAL WATER THF -.3878309000 236.1184000 0.0 0.0

&

63.41000000 100.0000000 0.0
BPVAL ETHANOL WATER 2.004600000 -728.9705000 0.0 0.0

&

24.99000000 100.0000000 0.0
BPVAL WATER ETHANOL -2.493600000 756.9477000 0.0 0.0

&

24.99000000 100.0000000 0.0
BPVAL THF ETHYLEGL .2204000000 -343.8067000 0.0 0.0

&

40.00000000 102.6400000 0.0
BPVAL ETHYLEGL THF -.2432000000 70.81910000 0.0 0.0

&

40.00000000 102.6400000 0.0
BPVAL ETHANOL ETHYLEGL -8.230800000 2632.925500 0.0 0.0

&

50.00000000 190.0000000 0.0
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BPVAL ETHYLEGL ETHANOL 2.687600000 -959.5647000 0.0 0.0

&

50.00000000 190.0000000 0.0
BPVAL WATER ETHYLEGL -.6018000000 120.7787000 0.0 0.0

&

30.40000000 196.7000000 0.0
BPVAL ETHYLEGL WATER .6018000000 -18.67140000 0.0 0.0

&

30.40000000 196.7000000 0.0

PROP-SET K KMX UNITS='Watt/m-K' SUBSTREAM=MIXED PHASE=L

PROP-SET MASSCP CPMX-M SUBSTREAM=MIXED

PROP-SET RHO MASSRHOM SUBSTREAM=MIXED

PROP-SET VISCOSIT MUMX SUBSTREAM=MIXED PHASE=L

STREAM ETOH
SUBSTREAM MIXED TEMP=20. PRES=1. STDVOL-FLOW=3000. <l/hr>
MOLE-FRAC ETHANOL 1.

STREAM FEED
SUBSTREAM MIXED TEMP=50. PRES=1. VOLUME-FLOW=1300.
MOLE-FRAC THF 1. / ETHANOL 0.

BLOCK B1 BATCHSEP
PARAMETERS USER-BYPASS=YES MODEL="BatchSep"
STRINGPARAM NAME="CONFIGURATION" VALUE= &
"Batch distillation column"
STRINGPARAM NAME="VALIDPHASES" VALUE="Vapor-Liquid"
STRINGPARAM NAME="INITIALCOND" VALUE="Total reflux"
INTPARAM NAME="NSTAGE" VALUE=2
STRINGPARAM NAME="CONDENSER.CONDENSERTYPE" VALUE="Total"
STRINGPARAM NAME="PRIMARYCHARGEFLOWBASIS" VALUE="Mole"
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INTPARAM NAME="CALCPROPS" VALUE=1
VARIABLES NAME="POT.D" VALUE=1800. UOM="MM"
VARIABLES NAME="POT.L" VALUE=1300. UOM="MM"
STRINGPARAM NAME="POT.VESSELID" VALUE="De dietrich-ae-4000"
STRINGPARAM NAME="POT.VESSELDESCRIPTION" VALUE= &
"De dietrich din reactor ae 4000"
STRINGPARAM NAME="PRESSUREHOLDUPS" VALUE="Fixed"
VARIABLES NAME="CONDENSER.P" VALUE=1. UOM="BAR"
INTPARAM NAME="NDISTRECV" VALUE=1
VARIABLES NAME="LIQUIDRECV" VALUE=1
STRINGPARAM NAME="DISTRECVSTREAM(1)" VALUE="Distilla"
INTPARAM NAME="CHARGESTAGE(ETOH)" VALUE=2
STRINGPARAM NAME="INITIALCHARGESPEC" VALUE="Total charge"
STRINGPARAM NAME="POT.HOLDUPBASIS" VALUE="Mole"
VARIABLES NAME="POT.MINITIAL" VALUE=28.323 UOM="KMOL"
STRINGPARAM NAME="POT.HEATTRANSFER.JACKETHEATOPT" VALUE= &
"Specified medium temperature"
VARIABLES NAME="POT.HEATTRANSFER.TMEDHEATJACKET" VALUE=102.

&

UOM="C"
STRINGPARAM NAME="POT.HEATTRANSFER.UOPTHEATJACKET" VALUE= &
"Overall"
VARIABLES NAME="POT.HEATTRANSFER.UHEATJACKET" VALUE=380. UOM= &
"WATT/SQM-K"
VARIABLES NAME="POT.HEATTRANSFER.LHIGHJACKET" VALUE=1750.000000

&

UOM="MM"
VARIABLES NAME="POT.HEATTRANSFER.UENV" VALUE=6. UOM= &
"WATT/SQM-K"
VARIABLES NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(STARTUP).DURATION" VALUE=5. UOM= &
"MIN"
VARIABLES NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(CONTADD).DURATION" VALUE=14. UOM= &
"HR"
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPS" VALUE= &
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"[STARTUP,ADDETOH1,CONTADD,DISTILLF]"
STRINGPARAM NAME="SUPPORTMULTIPLETRIGGERS" VALUE="Yes"
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(STARTUP).VARS" VALUE="[1:3]"
INTPARAM NAME="OPSTEPSVALID(STARTUP)" VALUE=1
INTPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(STARTUP).ACTIVE" VALUE=1
INTPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(STARTUP).INDEX" VALUE=1
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(STARTUP).CHANGE(1).LOC" VALUE= &
"Jacket"
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(STARTUP).CHANGE(1).HTMODE" VALUE= &
"Heating"
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(STARTUP).CHANGE(1).CHANGE" VALUE= &
"Medium temperature"
VARIABLES NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(STARTUP).CHANGE(1).NEWPOTTMED"

&

VALUE=50. UOM="C"
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(STARTUP).CHANGE(2).LOC" VALUE= &
"Charge stream"
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(STARTUP).CHANGE(2).CHARGE" VALUE= &
"Etoh"
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(STARTUP).CHANGE(2).CHANGE" VALUE= &
"Mole flow rate"
VARIABLES NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(STARTUP).CHANGE(2).NEWMOLEFLOW"

&

VALUE=0. UOM="KMOL/HR"
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(STARTUP).CHANGE(3).LOC" VALUE= &
"Reflux splitter"
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(STARTUP).CHANGE(3).CHANGE" VALUE= &
"Reflux ratio"
VARIABLES NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(STARTUP).CHANGE(3).NEWREFLUXRATIO"

&

VALUE=0.
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(ADDETOH1).VARS" VALUE="[1:3]"
INTPARAM NAME="OPSTEPSVALID(ADDETOH1)" VALUE=1
INTPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(ADDETOH1).ACTIVE" VALUE=1
INTPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(ADDETOH1).INDEX" VALUE=2
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STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(ADDETOH1).CHANGE(1).LOC" VALUE= &
"Charge stream"
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(ADDETOH1).CHANGE(1).CHARGE" VALUE= &
"Etoh"
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(ADDETOH1).CHANGE(1).CHANGE" VALUE= &
"Mole flow rate"
VARIABLES NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(ADDETOH1).CHANGE(1).NEWMOLEFLOW"

&

VALUE=55. UOM="KMOL/HR"
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(ADDETOH1).CHANGE(2).LOC" VALUE= &
"Reflux splitter"
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(ADDETOH1).CHANGE(2).CHANGE" VALUE= &
"Reflux ratio"
VARIABLES NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(ADDETOH1).CHANGE(2).NEWREFLUXRATIO"

&

VALUE=0.
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(ADDETOH1).CHANGE(3).LOC" VALUE= &
"Jacket"
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(ADDETOH1).CHANGE(3).HTMODE" VALUE= &
"Heating"
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(ADDETOH1).CHANGE(3).CHANGE" VALUE= &
"Medium temperature"
VARIABLES NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(ADDETOH1).CHANGE(3).NEWPOTTMED"

&

VALUE=102. UOM="C"
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(CONTADD).VARS" VALUE="[1:3]"
INTPARAM NAME="OPSTEPSVALID(CONTADD)" VALUE=1
INTPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(CONTADD).ACTIVE" VALUE=1
INTPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(CONTADD).INDEX" VALUE=3
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(CONTADD).CHANGE(1).LOC" VALUE= &
"Charge stream"
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(CONTADD).CHANGE(1).CHARGE" VALUE= &
"Etoh"
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(CONTADD).CHANGE(1).CHANGE" VALUE= &
"Mole flow rate"
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VARIABLES NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(CONTADD).CHANGE(1).NEWMOLEFLOW"

&

VALUE=8.9 UOM="KMOL/HR"
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(CONTADD).CHANGE(2).LOC" VALUE= &
"Reflux splitter"
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(CONTADD).CHANGE(2).CHANGE" VALUE= &
"Reflux ratio"
VARIABLES NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(CONTADD).CHANGE(2).NEWREFLUXRATIO"

&

VALUE=0.
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(CONTADD).CHANGE(3).LOC" VALUE= &
"Jacket"
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(CONTADD).CHANGE(3).HTMODE" VALUE= &
"Heating"
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(CONTADD).CHANGE(3).CHANGE" VALUE= &
"Medium temperature"
VARIABLES NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(CONTADD).CHANGE(3).NEWPOTTMED"

&

VALUE=102. UOM="C"
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(DISTILLF).VARS" VALUE="[1:3]"
INTPARAM NAME="OPSTEPSVALID(DISTILLF)" VALUE=1
INTPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(DISTILLF).ACTIVE" VALUE=1
INTPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(DISTILLF).INDEX" VALUE=4
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(DISTILLF).CHANGE(1).LOC" VALUE= &
"Charge stream"
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(DISTILLF).CHANGE(1).CHARGE" VALUE= &
"Etoh"
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(DISTILLF).CHANGE(1).CHANGE" VALUE= &
"Mole flow rate"
VARIABLES NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(DISTILLF).CHANGE(1).NEWMOLEFLOW"

&

VALUE=0. UOM="KMOL/HR"
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(DISTILLF).CHANGE(2).LOC" VALUE= &
"Jacket"
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(DISTILLF).CHANGE(2).HTMODE" VALUE= &
"Heating"
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STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(DISTILLF).CHANGE(2).CHANGE" VALUE= &
"Medium temperature"
VARIABLES NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(DISTILLF).CHANGE(2).NEWPOTTMED"

&

VALUE=102. UOM="C"
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(DISTILLF).CHANGE(3).LOC" VALUE= &
"Reflux splitter"
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(DISTILLF).CHANGE(3).CHANGE" VALUE= &
"Reflux ratio"
VARIABLES NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(DISTILLF).CHANGE(3).NEWREFLUXRATIO"

&

VALUE=0.
INTPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(ADDETOH1).NTRIGGER" VALUE=1
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(ADDETOH1).TRIGGERLOC(1)" VALUE= &
"Pot"
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(ADDETOH1).TRIGGER(1)" VALUE= &
"Liquid volume"
VARIABLES NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(ADDETOH1).TRIGGERVOLUME(1)" VALUE= &
4000. UOM="L"
INTPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(DISTILLF).NTRIGGER" VALUE=1
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(DISTILLF).TRIGGERLOC(1)" VALUE= &
"Pot"
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(DISTILLF).TRIGGER(1)" VALUE= &
"Liquid volume"
STRINGPARAM NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(DISTILLF).TRIGGERCOND(1)" VALUE= &
"Approach from above"
VARIABLES NAME="OPSTEPMODEL(DISTILLF).TRIGGERVOLUME(1)" VALUE= &
2500. UOM="L"
STRINGPARAM NAME="POTFINALCOND" VALUE="Leave in place"
INTPARAM NAME="CALCPROPS" VALUE=1
INTPARAM NAME="HEATLOSS" VALUE=1
STRINGPARAM NAME="POT.MODELDETAIL" VALUE="Detailed"
INTPARAM NAME="POT.HEATTRANSFER.EXTHXHEATING" VALUE=0
INTPARAM NAME="POT.HEATTRANSFER.EXTHXCOOLING" VALUE=0
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INTPARAM NAME="POT.HEATTRANSFER.JACKETHEATING" VALUE=1
INTPARAM NAME="POT.HEATTRANSFER.JACKETCOOLING" VALUE=0
INTPARAM NAME="POT.HEATTRANSFER.COILSHEATING" VALUE=0
INTPARAM NAME="POT.HEATTRANSFER.COILSCOOLING" VALUE=0
CONNECT STREAM=BOTTOMS PORT="OUT_B"
CONNECT STREAM=ETOH PORT="IN_F"
CONNECT STREAM=FEED PORT="IN_CHARGE"
CONNECT STREAM=DISTILLA PORT="OUT_D"

UTILITY U-1 GENERAL
COST PRICE=0.00939 <$/lb>
PARAM UTILITY-TYPE=GENERAL PRES=1. PRES-OUT=1. TIN=100.

&

TOUT=90. CALOPT=FLASH
COMPOSITION WATER 1.

EO-CONV-OPTI

STREAM-REPOR MOLEFLOW

PROPERTY-REP PCES

PROP-TABLE BINRY-1 FLASHCURVE
IN-UNITS MET PRESSURE=bar TEMPERATURE=C DELTA-T=C PDROP=bar

&

INVERSE-PRES='1/bar' SHORT-LENGTH=mm
PROPERTIES UNIQUAC FREE-WATER=STEAM-TA SOLU-WATER=3

&

TRUE-COMPS=YES
MOLE-FLOW THF 1 /

ETHANOL

1

STATE VFRAC=0.0
ANALYSIS ANAL-TYPE=TXY
VARY PRES
RANGE LIST=0.1
VARY MOLEFRAC COMP=THF
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RANGE VARVALUE=RANGE LOWER=0.0 UPPER=1.0 NPOINT=50
PARAM NPHASE=3

PROP-TABLE BINRY-2 FLASHCURVE
IN-UNITS MET PRESSURE=bar TEMPERATURE=C DELTA-T=C PDROP=bar

&

INVERSE-PRES='1/bar' SHORT-LENGTH=mm
PROPERTIES UNIQUAC FREE-WATER=STEAM-TA SOLU-WATER=3

&

TRUE-COMPS=YES
MOLE-FLOW THF 1 /

ETHANOL

1

STATE VFRAC=0.0
ANALYSIS ANAL-TYPE=TXY
VARY PRES
RANGE LIST=0.1
VARY MOLEFRAC COMP=THF
RANGE VARVALUE=RANGE LOWER=0.0 UPPER=1.0 NPOINT=50
PARAM NPHASE=3

PROP-TABLE BINRY-3 FLASHCURVE
IN-UNITS MET PRESSURE=bar TEMPERATURE=C DELTA-T=C PDROP=bar

&

INVERSE-PRES='1/bar' SHORT-LENGTH=mm
PROPERTIES UNIQUAC FREE-WATER=STEAM-TA SOLU-WATER=3

&

TRUE-COMPS=YES
MOLE-FLOW THF 1 /

ETHANOL

1

STATE VFRAC=0.0
ANALYSIS ANAL-TYPE=TXY
VARY PRES
RANGE LIST=1.1
VARY MOLEFRAC COMP=THF
RANGE VARVALUE=RANGE LOWER=0.0 UPPER=1.0 NPOINT=50
PARAM NPHASE=3

PROP-TABLE BINRY-4 FLASHCURVE
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IN-UNITS MET PRESSURE=bar TEMPERATURE=C DELTA-T=C PDROP=bar

&

INVERSE-PRES='1/bar' SHORT-LENGTH=mm
PROPERTIES UNIQUAC FREE-WATER=STEAM-TA SOLU-WATER=3

&

TRUE-COMPS=YES
MOLE-FLOW THF 1 /

ETHANOL

1

STATE VFRAC=0.0
ANALYSIS ANAL-TYPE=TXY
VARY PRES
RANGE LIST=1.013250000
VARY MOLEFRAC COMP=THF
RANGE VARVALUE=RANGE LOWER=0.0 UPPER=1.0 NPOINT=50
PARAM NPHASE=3

PROP-TABLE PURE-1 PROPS
IN-UNITS MET PRESSURE=bar TEMPERATURE=C DELTA-T=C PDROP=bar

&

INVERSE-PRES='1/bar' SHORT-LENGTH=mm
ANALYSIS ANAL-TYPE=PURE PURE-PROP='CP-M' UNITS='kJ/kg-K'

&

PURE-PHASES= L
MOLE-FLOW ETHANOL 1
PROPERTIES UNIQUAC FREE-WATER=STEAM-TA SOLU-WATER=3

&

TRUE-COMPS=YES
VARY TEMP
RANGE VARVALUE=RANGE LOWER=0 UPPER=100.0000000 NPOINT=50
VARY PRES
RANGE LIST=1.013250000
PARAM

PROP-TABLE PURE-2 PROPS
IN-UNITS MET PRESSURE=bar TEMPERATURE=C DELTA-T=C PDROP=bar

&

INVERSE-PRES='1/bar' SHORT-LENGTH=mm
ANALYSIS ANAL-TYPE=PURE PURE-PROP='MU' PURE-PHASES= L
MOLE-FLOW ETHANOL 1
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PROPERTIES UNIQUAC FREE-WATER=STEAM-TA SOLU-WATER=3

&

TRUE-COMPS=YES
VARY TEMP
RANGE VARVALUE=RANGE LOWER=0 UPPER=100.0000000 NPOINT=50
VARY PRES
RANGE LIST=1.013250000
PARAM

PROP-TABLE MIX-1 FLASHCURVE
IN-UNITS MET PRESSURE=bar TEMPERATURE=C DELTA-T=C PDROP=bar

&

INVERSE-PRES='1/bar' SHORT-LENGTH=mm
MOLE-FLOW ETHYLEGL 0.3 / WATER 0.7
VARY PRES
RANGE VARVALUE=LIST LIST=1.013250000
VARY TEMP
RANGE VARVALUE=RANGE LOWER=-20. UPPER=120. NPOINT=140
PARAM
TABULATE PROPERTIES=MASSCP RHO K VISCOSIT
;
;
;
;
;
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ASPEN BLOCK REPORT

BOTTOMS DISTILLA ETOH FEED
--------------------------

STREAM ID

BOTTOMS

DISTILLA

ETOH

FEED

FROM :

B1

B1

----

----

TO

----

----

B1

B1

LIQUID

MIXED

LIQUID

LIQUID

0.0

921.2052

:

SUBSTREAM: MIXED
PHASE:
COMPONENTS: KMOL/HR
THF

5.5985

915.5985

ETHANOL

1178.7581

3205.6580

NITROGEN

0.0

2.9909-07

0.0

0.0

WATER

0.0

2.9909-07

0.0

0.0

ETHYLEGL

0.0

2.9909-07

0.0

0.0

KMOL/HR

1184.3567

4121.2565

51.5706

921.2052

KG/HR

5.4708+04

2.1370+05

2375.8072

6.6425+04

L/MIN

1246.2195

7002.1794

49.2342

1300.0000

80.2291

71.1919

20.0000

50.0000

1.1000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

0.0

0.0

51.5706

0.0

TOTAL FLOW:

STATE VARIABLES:
TEMP

C

PRES

BAR

VFRAC

0.0

1.2173-03

LFRAC

1.0000

0.9988

1.0000

1.0000

SFRAC

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

ENTHALPY:
CAL/MOL

-6.4448+04 -6.1376+04 -6.6426+04 -5.0851+04

CAL/GM

-1395.2220 -1183.6343 -1441.8778

CAL/SEC

-2.1203+07 -7.0263+07 -9.5156+05 -1.3012+07

-705.2169

ENTROPY:
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CAL/MOL-K

-77.5095

-82.1286

-83.2707

-103.7862

CAL/GM-K

-1.6780

-1.5839

-1.8075

-1.4393

1.5839-02

9.8095-03

1.7458-02

1.1810-02

0.7317

0.5087

0.8043

0.8516

46.1921

51.8537

46.0690

72.1069

DENSITY:
MOL/CC
GM/CC
AVG MW
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256,368,200

$30.00

$30.60

$31.21

$31.84

$32.47

$33.12

$33.78

$34.46

$35.15

$35.85

45%

68%

90%

90%

90%

90%

90%

90%

90%

90%

2031

2030

2029

2028

2027

2026

2025

2024

2023

2022

612,767,400

600,752,300

588,972,900

577,424,400

566,102,300

555,002,300

544,119,900

533,450,900

392,243,300

-

0%

2021

-

0%

2020

Sales

Year

Product
Unit
Price

Percentage
of Design
Capacity

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(7,232,600)

-

Capital
Costs

24,707,900

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(6,177,000)

(6,177,000)

(12,354,000)

-

Working
Capital

(399,736,100)

(391,898,200)

(384,213,900)

(376,680,300)

(369,294,400)

(362,053,300)

(354,954,200)

(347,994,400)

(255,878,200)

(167,240,700)

-

-

Var Costs

(2,434,500)

(2,386,800)

(2,340,000)

(2,294,100)

(2,249,100)

(2,205,000)

(2,161,800)

(2,119,400)

(2,077,800)

(2,037,100)

-

-

Fixed Costs

(269,200)

(317,200)

(372,800)

(438,600)

(516,000)

(607,200)

(714,800)

(838,500)

(986,300)

(1,160,300)

-

-

Depreciation

Table 25.6.1 Cash Flow Summary

(63,098,300)

(61,845,100)

(60,613,900)

(59,403,400)

(58,212,900)

(57,041,000)

(55,886,700)

(54,749,600)

(39,990,300)

(25,779,000)

-

-

Taxes

147,229,300

144,305,200

141,432,300

138,608,000

135,830,000

133,095,700

130,402,400

127,749,000

93,310,700

60,151,100

-

-

Net
Earnings

172,206,400

144,622,300

141,805,200

139,046,600

136,346,000

133,702,900

131,117,100

128,587,600

88,120,000

55,134,400

(19,586,600)

-

Cash Flow

488,895,200

451,880,600

416,132,200

375,822,300

330,367,700

279,110,200

221,306,800

156,118,400

82,598,000

24,657,700

(17,031,800)

-

Cumulative
Net Present
Value at
15%

25.6 Economics
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